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War • In the Gulf 

Against the whole logic of war" 
CLASS STRUGGLE 

Over the c,ummer. news of the U.~:;. naval 
intervention "to protect the free flow or Gil 

through the PersiAn gulf" has received 
extensive coverage in the mass media. As 
organs of the ruling class, it's theiy 
function to maintain a con~tant ideological 
pressure. In this case. the media used the 
events to instil] fear of wat and pa:osivp 
acceptance of brutal military intervention. 
But revolutionaries must be able to see 
what's really at stake and what are the re~l 

causes of these events. 

The belligerent attitude of the U.S. didn't 
appear as a bolt out of the blue. For several 
months, the American cilpitcdi,;t cl3s:; L,' pu l 

increased pressure on this key region of the 
Middle East, as well as Iran, which it is 
trying to isolate, and also on its own Arab 
allies who are judged to be too lukewarm. The 
meanin9 of the present "war in the qulf" is, 
tlwl'efore. mot'\' d que::;tl(ln of d\ "_:l,::.)jr; InF] 
allied pawns, for whom the U.S. navy i~ 
putting on a show of strengh. than a 
settlement of the conflict between Iran 0nd 
Iraq through resolution 598 of ~ puppet 
United Nation:'>. 

In fact, the "gulf w·=.y·" J'o in th,' fir~,r. pLc.\C:e 
a con f 1 i c t wit h i nth e U. S . b 1 0 C . ~ t L ,'_', t 1_ L ?_' 

fall of the Sha.h in 1979. Lhp c'lpit3.1i,,1 
class thought that Iran would be qul~kly 
stabilized and that Iraq -- armed to the 
teeth -- would quickly triumph. But that's 
not what happened. Since the Persian gulf is 
a crucial region, strategically as well dS 

economically. the capitalist class in the 
West must try at any price to stabilize the 
region and reintegrate Iran into the American 
bloc. The U.S. had lost face somewhat becaus~ 
of the Irangate scandal (see the article 
elsewhere in this issue). This forced the 
U.S. to accelerate its intervention to 
isolate Iran as much as possible and to force 
the Arab countries to take up a clear 
position as its ally. 

If Iran has held out against a better armed 
Iraq. it's because it uses the war to 
maintain "national union". As Le Honde 
Diplomatique (Sept. '87) pointed out, if the 
war were to end. "with it the mobilizing 
theme of sacrifice, of martyrdom and the 
justification for social and economic 
~usterity would disappear". The Western 
capitalist class could now see its interest 
in stopping the war. The Khomeini regime and 
its influence in the Arab countries 
constitutes a grave dange~ of destabilization 

f <) r the s ,~ (: c) un t [" ie" . To c: 0 U n t e r' t his d ,;. n ') (. t' • 

the Western bloc also increased polItical 
pressure. In July. after Lhe Iranian 
itl,;pil'(~d demonc;tr:Jtion,', in Hf'cca ended in c\ 

bloodbath. the Western bourgeoisie used the 
occasion to force the Arab countries to take 
a stand against Iran. After Iran bombarded 
Kuwait, even Syriri seems to be dlsta~~lr~ 
itself ft'om It'an; "In D,3mac,CU:3. it iei ",i,.1 
t.hat if Ir;nl at ti\c)(,; another Ardb country 
be:,ide,; Iraq. SY1'!c) will come down 011 the 
side of the Ardb camp"(Liberation. 9/25/87) 

The deployment of [J.S. forces is not only 
a.imed at YcinfoYC:in9 di"cipline within the 
bloc. but also ~t w~tnin9 Moscow. Thc 
siLuation in PH' ~1i.ddJe 1<:<11,1. h'J.d become 
suffici',ntly compl icated to oP':!l d bn'.1(~h [01:' 

the RU5sianh. Recent diplomatic contacts 
between Moscow and Teheran, and the Ru~sian 
pro p 0 c; al:i f o}' il i d 1. 0 t h pAt, abc 0 u n l. y i ('" P (l i n t 
in th,;lt diY·ection. Any momer,tal'Y difficillty 
for t.he U.S. is bound to be ~xrl(liled by il~ 
impel'jali:,!; r-iv.,Jl. But by:;howing tt',eir 
ciJ.pCl.c:ity to mobili:~e t.heir Euyopcc'l'l , .. dlieij 
(who have sent military contingents to the 
gulf). the Americil.lle, have :c<,id no l.Y('''P;;~.',sinq 
to My'. Gc;t··b.,tchev. 

While NATc) deploy;; iU' foyc('~; in Lhc "uIi'. 
Ttl", (;.'Jpit.,l :510 cla3~. pl;'lY~, out .:i ,_char 'Ide of 
negotiCl.t:ion<; .:lnd U.N. l'ec~olution" leadj!l(;) to 
nething but phantom ~il.nctions. Even though 
the (: 0 n fl i c r. i nIh (, '.-1'.11 f j ':' n <) t h i n 9 
exceptional against the back drop of 
il11["'" i ; l I: ':Dr'+: ict,o in the world. the 
wOt-king (~l'-::I.:,s I'nU:-:,t be vi9il,~d!.t~ thp. P~t":si·:\n 

gu] f i" llOt. Hnt far. and the TIldneuvcr:c; 
taking place there are] inked to the class 
way' in the West. In thi:", I-Iny. t.he bourgeoisie 
is tryiny to habituate the proletariat to 
this type of mobil iZil.tion. As the commander 
of the Belgi,e\tl. mine:3l-leeper's in the Persian 
gulf remarked: "There aren't that many mines 
in the region, except for some 1914 vinta.ge 
ones, but what count.s is to be prepared for 
this kind of situation." 

When the bourgeolsi~ has nothing to offer but 
barbarism -- even as it plays out its charade 
around the dismantling of intermediate range 
missles -- the only road that the proletariat 
can take is to inten5lfy its 5truggle against 
its own ca.pitalist state and reject all 
national flags. Communism has something 
better to offer than a mausoleum for the 
martyrs of imperialist butchery. 

H.E. 
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workers struggles internationally 

Korea, South Africa 
the same struggle 

III 
III 

For two decades now. the capitalist class has 
been grappling with the deadly contradictions 
which feed and deepen the crisis of its 
economic system. Everywhere, poverty, 
unemployment and the worsening of living and 
working conditions is on the increase. As the 
crisis becomes more and more blatant and 
insurmountable, the capitali~l cl~uu findu it 
increasingly difficult to prettify reality: 
promises of recovery, of "light at the end of 
the tunnel", are ripped apart as veils of 
illusion by the furious violence of the 
economic storm. The only perspective capital 
can propose is to share the misery more 
equally, to accept more austerity. 

Workers are 
the dai 1 y 
experience 
conditions 

more and more conscious of this: 
reality gives them concrete 

of this worsening of working 
and the constant shrinking of 

their means of exi5tence_ 

To limit as far as possible the development 
of this consciousness, the ruling class 
exercises a constant ideological preesure on 
the workers: fear of war, the threat of 
terrorism, the defense of democracy as the 
last rampart against every barbarism, the 
improvement of living conditions through 
elections, the idea that problems stem from 
all sorts of differences, ethnic, linguistic, 
racial, etc.; all well packaged lies thrown 
at an increasingly exploited population to 
hide the real cause of their misery. 

The ways in which the capitalist medid hdVC 
"reported" recent events in South africa and 
South Korea are good examples of these 
ideological deformations. 

For about a year. the the media has given 
extensive coverage to the often violent 
incidents in the slums and workplaces of 
South Africa, in which schoolkids and workers 
have angrily taken to the streets. Untill now 
only the racial aspect has been reported in 
the international press. It's true that in 
South Africa exploitation wears a white/black 
mask. but it is still a r~volt against misery 
and exploitation that has given rise to the 
many incidents, strikes and demostrations in 
recent months. By emphasizing only "the 
struggle against Apartheid", the ruling class 
has tried to hide a more profound and 
threatening reality. But in August '87 that 
reality was chrystal clear: the strike that 
erupted over wage demands clearly was nothing 
other than the bitter struggle that the 
working class of the entire world must wage 

to assure its survival against the exploiting 
class. 

The movement broke out at the beginning of 
August, and was marked by unbelievable 
determination and violence. 250,000 to 
350,000 workers took part, depending on the 
different sources. The workers put forward 
several demands, the main one being a wage 
increase of 30%, and a raise in the premium 
paid to the families of workers who die in 
the mines (rising from the current 2 years of 
wages to 4). With respect to these demands, 
it's important to note that the working 
conditions in the mines are horrendous. In 
terms of real wages. salaries have fallen 
since 1982, and are today at their 1976 
level. In 1986 alone, 800 miners died on the 
job. No more is needed to understand the rage 
of the workers. 

The bourgeoisie did not find it easy to 
smother this explosion. Its final recource 
was to violently repress the movement (in 
these confrontations 10 workers were killed 
and 350 wounded), and to threaten mass 
layoffs (which in fact totalled 40,000). But 
the real power of the capitalist class does 
not res ide in its guns, so much as in its 
~apacity to derail a movement from its 
initial goals. The tool that capital utilized 
in this strike was the miners union, the NUM, 
which would contain the movement by its 
"radical" tone and by taking over the demands 
of the workers; this latter made it possible 
for the workers demands to be swept under the 
green carpet of the negotiating table at 
which the union sat, where they could be 
emptied of their very content and thrust. 
Indeed. any demand which Is separated from 
the movement which gave rise to it and pushes 
it forward ceases to be a threat to the 
ruling class. The NUM utllL::cd Lhi:j system to 
perfection, linking its negotiating work with 
the bosses with appeals for calm. It is this 
progressive separation of the demands from 
the movement which explains why the workers 
obtained nothing, despite the violence, the 
determination and the length of the conflict. 

So, the lessons drawn are different for each 
side.The capitalist class points to the 
"useless sacrifices" of the workers since 
they obtained nothing mOre than the bosses 
proposed a week before the end of the strike. 
It dl~Q emphasizes the role of the NUM. 
Typical is this comment by the French daily 
Le Monde of September 1: the NUM "has proven 
that it has an audience (350,000 strikers) 



and a capacity to organize and control a 
movement which it only rarely lost in violent 
confrontations. The union has been able to 
I mpose I tse 1 f as a for'ce to be r'eckoned with 
in the future." As for the workers, it's this 
last lesson that they must ponder: the weight 
of t,he union on a !;,truggle, the importancE' of 
never relinguishing responsibility for the 
organization 6f the struggle and its d0ffidnds 
to a body which is not the direct emanation 
of that struggle, and under the direct and 
permanent control of it. The bitter 
experience of the South African miners shows 
that workers can only count on themselves. 
and that the preb5ure of their movement dione 
is capable of threatening the bourgeOisie. 

We he,ve c~E'('n ,OJ ~.jmil,,,r Oc,it(wtion dev<o.Jup in 
South Korea. At the beginning of June, the 
press reported violent incidents between 
students and the farces of repres310n. The 
demanrl rut r,'!Y'''cd''d was fOl' the 
democr,:l.tization of l.he reqime, constitutional 
reforms. Thi~, dema.nd WdS mdde by ccer!"c,.in 
factions of the bOUrgeoisie which saw the 
necessity to give the regime more flexible 
forms, to soften its rough edges. given the 
growing socidl unrest. This procc'!;; i~,. 
similar to what we've seen elsewhere: Haiti, 
the Phi 1 ippines, "'outh "nd C(~nt.r\·,\J. lIme')' ICd. 

But after the regime made its promises of 
democracy, at the end of June, socidl 
confrontations continued to glOW. What was 
hidden behind the demand for reforms? The 
asplt'atlon~o of a cl:q'.).·:: i'; ','ll',','.:.'J.1:.': fot 
"bourgeois democY'dcy" Ol~ the gCtl('l?:'iJ 

discontent of a population crushed by 
mounting exploitation? Tn South Kored too, 
wages are eKtremely low and working 
conditions grim. Therefore, since July, ten~; 
of thousands of workers have taken to the 
streets, fighting off the forces of bour9~ol5 
order to demand better wages. In the course 
of July and August, strikes for higher wages 
broke out spontaneo\.Is 1 '! in mor'e tha.n 3000 

companies. Thousands of strikers at the 
D~cwoo ~hi~y0[J~ in Koje attacked thr police 
force after a worker was killed. In the 
beginning of September, strikers desiroyed 
municipal offices in the city of Ulsan. And 
after negotiations led nowhere, 30,000 
Hyundai workers descended onto city streets 
with their bulldozers, forcing the police to 
retreat. These bulldozers are worse than 
automatic weapons", a Hyundai manager was 
quoted as saying. 

However. in spite of its difficulties in 
halting the the force and violence of the 
movement. here ton. the capitalist class 
disposed of efficient weapons in the form of 
new unions and the "democratic" opposition. 
The opposition leaders, Kim Yung Sam and Kim 
Dae Joung appealed at Hyundai for calm and 
more modest demands. fearing a paralysis of 
the economy. 

So, the defenders of democracy and the unions 
really showed themselves to be the defenders 
of the class which exploits the workers. If 
the workers confide the defense of their 
interests in their hands. ever greater misery 
will be the only outcome. 
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T ht; con f 1 i c t " i n ~; ;, u t h i\ f Y' i , 

,~r'e im{.>oct,o,nt not beCal)Se they ;'1Y',' the only 
one~ Jround. but becau5P thpy.o cledrly 
reveal the ragE' that ~ll wo~ket~ hdve In 
oppc:", i t19 It]e i 1""" OppY-e;-,:~,(ir~,. Th{~ \rJ::~i 1:hey ;::!1""'E' 

reported also demonstrates how the ruling 
cla.::;s d~form~~ Y'eal it.y ~;o ,~.:) 1 hide whdt 13 
r··e,~lly ,)t st,3.kE'. t..Jhetrl~"l llnd(~t !:he 
"democratic" regime of Cory Aquino or in 
"sociali.3t" Yugosldvia, the cr'i,"i5 --(IF;:3pite 
it:j mdtly facets -- bring::, on monc lOi,c;ery and 
mote exploitation. And trdde unionists 
everywhere react to it with thp H3me 
l:.!tl':.:l~.:_l"-J:. _;[_1L_}[':'_'~' to (_:,3.1m .. tle90ti<1tj{)n~), the 
1 p :~~; e- r t'V i 1 . 

Striking miners and their families blocking railroad line outside the east 
coast mining town of Sabuk. 

Workers evprywhpre see on a daily basis that 
their only strength lies in a violent 
rejection of the conditions of exploitation 
Imposed on them. Despite and through Its 
defeats, the international working class 
becomes conscious little by little of the 
fundamental contradictions between its needs 
and the system which exploits it. Every lost 
battle. and even the rare conce~sion5 won 
(and recuperated within 6 months by the 
employer), ma,kes It cle,3.r'er' tb,~.t th.", p;·'·P~=.",l'!r. 

economic system can only generate more 
misery. 

The demands put forward by the working class 
contain within them the perspective of the 
abolition of the capitalist system of 
exploitation. The very survival of humanity. 
the overcoming of wars, hunger, unemployment, 
etc., all depends on the capacity of the 
working class to construct a society based on 
the satisfaction of human needs. 

Rose 



Irangale 

What was 
really at stake 

Irangate has dominated the headlines in the 
US since November 1986. Given the importance 
that the capitalist class and its mass media 
( the apparatus of mass manipulation ) 
att;;lches to this affait', it is importdllL f<)t 
Marxist revolutionaries to determine whether 
Irangate is basically another campaign of the 
ruling class aimed at mystifying the 
proletariat ( and the population at large )., 
and derailing the class struggle, as an 
integral P,H't of the stt'ategy of the left in 
opposition, Q[ is an expression of real 
divisi.on~, within the capitalist state 
apparatu3. In Internationalist Perspective 
#5, we said In our article on the Middle 
~~5t. written at the very outset of the 
Irangate affair, that" What is emerging from 
this is that there is a major struggle going 
on inside the American bureaucracy, with the 
Iranian ievelations being used as a pivot." 
(p22) Subsequent events have amply confirmed 
this analysis and clarified the nature of the 
issues at stake between rival factions within 
the state apparatus issues which 
necessitated an "affair" or "scandal" as a 
means to their resolution. 

Though ostensibly a representative of the 
extreme right-wing of the Republican party, 
Ronald Reagan functioned throughout his first 
term in office as a perfect screen behind 
which the factions of the capitalist class 
which have shaped foreign and domestic policy 
since the Roosevelt administration could 
address the urgent tasks which faced them. 
The basic tasks which capital has 
accomplished under the Reagan administration 
are a vast development of American military 
might that has significantly shifted the 
inter - imperialist balance in WashingtQn's 
favor, and the Imposition of a draconian 
austerity on the working class without 
unleashing a massive wave of class struggle. 
While the admininistration's policies were 
formulated by that faction of American 
capital that has determined policy under both 
Democrat and Republican Presidents for more 
than half a century, the Republican right
wing which constituted Reagan's original 
electoral base and circle of political 
advisors was virtually denied access to 
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power. What made it possible for policy to be 
smoothly shaped by the traditional political 

elite (figures 11kI'; H,=tiq, Schultz or 
Weinberger), the representatives of that 
fusion of the bourgeoisie and the state 
bureaucracy which constitutes the capitalist 
class in the epoch of state capitalism, was 
the control of the White House and the 
President exercised by Chief of Staff Jim 
Baker. Baker. the quintessential state 
capitalist bureaucrat, reduced the right-wing 
to virtual political Impotence for four 
years, despite that faction's claim to 
Reagan's real political sympathies. The job 
shift which sent Baker to the Treasury 
Department and brou'lhL Dolld.lc1 Regan from 
Treasury to become White House Chief of Staff 
at the beginning of Reagan's second term, 
innocuous as it then seemed, provided the 
right-Wing, and in'particular Reagan's oldest 
political advisor. CIA chief William 
Casey,with the opportunity to make a bid for 
real political power within the 
administration. The important question is not 
why Don Regan, whose policy orientations were 
no less "orthodox" than Baker's ,failed to 
keep the right-wing at bay. so much as to 
recognize the fact that under Casey's 
initiative the National Security Council 
staff under John Poindexter (and his 
operative Oliver North ), which had 
previously toed the line set by the White 
House staff, the State Department and the 
Pentagon, now began to take policy 
initiatives of its own. The degree to which, 
even In a small way.pollcy Initiatives which 
bypassed the State Department and the 
Pentagon could potentially compromise the 
overall goals of American capital, can be 
seen not only in the Iran ~rms deal or ~he 

obsession with the Nicaraguan contras ( the 
impetus for both of which came from Casey and 
the Republican extreme right-wing ), but also 
in the botched summit at Reykjavik, where the 
President's performance so alarmed the 
political establishment on both sides of the 
Atlantic. These policy initiatives, emanating 
from the Republican rlghtwlng, were 
symptomatic of a lack of concern for the 
overall cohesion of the American bloc and its 



longterm strategy, which has traditionally 
animated the fo~eign policy establishment of 
Lhe AmcricJn state. Given the failure of the 
White House staff to exercise the necessary 
control, and to the extent that a camarilla 
of right-wingers outside the orbit of the 
dominant faction of American capital was 
using its influence with the President to 
take policy initiatives, it become necessary 
for the political establishment to act and 
reassert its control. Given Don Regan's own 
unwillingness or inability to fulfill his 
assigned task, the President's resistance to 
disciplining his oldist friend and advisor ( 
Bill Casey), and the unforLunaLc f~cL Lhat 
elements in Iran itself had already made the 
arms deal public, a campaign orchestrated by 
the media was the most efficient and least 
damaging way to lance this particular 
pol itical boil. The Irangate scandal has made 
it possible 'to eliminate the Republican 
right-wing from the toehold on power which it 
had won in Reagan's second term and whose 
potentially damaging effects had galvinized 
the establishment into action. 

In our article in IP#5 we indicated that a 
secondary fa~tor in Trangate was the 1988 
Presidential elections and the strategy of 
the left in opposition. What was not explicit 
in that article was whether we were saying 
that the ruling class must tread carefully 
lest an affair which had its origins in 
divisions internal to the capitalist class 
upset its strategy of the left in opposlton. 
or that one of the factors in the very 
raunching of this affair was the strategy of 
the left in opposition and the need to elect 
a Republican President in 1988. It is 
important to make this distinction and to 
insist l.h,.1l. t,he LhlO only connection between 
Irangate and the left in opposition is the 
first of the above two. and in no way the 
second. This is all the more important 
because the ICC insisted on the fact that 
Irangate was first and foremost a campaign 
aimed at mystifying the working class so as 
to divert it from the path of class struggle 
and assure the election of a Republican 
President in 1988. Such an interpretation 
seems to us to reveal a complete incapacity 
on the part of the ICC to grasp what is 
happening in social reality, an abject 
surrender to the crudest schematism. 

This schematism consists in the first place 
in abstracting one element or factor from the 
complex totality of social reality and 
inSisting that it alone Is operative; In this 
case, the ICC is saying that the only factor 
in determining the actions of the capitalist 
class is the class struggle and the need to 
mystify the workers. Thus,by definition, any 
action undertaken by the ruling class must 
have as its sale aim the mystification of the 
proletariat. The ICC thereby eliminates 
divergences within the capitalist class or 
inter-imperialist antagonisms as possible 
elements in determining the actions of the 
ruling class in this period. In addition, 
this schematism shows itself in the 
unwillingness to recognize the fact that the 
danger of class struggle -- which is what 
leads capital to adopt the strat~gy of the 
left in opposition as a means to control the 
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proletariat -- is not uniform in either time 
or space, even in a deteminate historical 
period;in short the ICC fails to acknowledgp 
the fact that while the level of cl~ti~ 
struggle in western Europe today makes the 
strategy of the left in opposition a priority 
for capital, the lower level of class 
struggle in the US over the past several 
ieays gives capital a greater margin for 
maneuver and the possibility of more easily 
taking an action which momentarily 
compt'omises the strategy of the left in 
opposition when other factors necessitate it. 
Moreover, even the ICC's conception of what 
constitutes the left of capital in the us is 
indicative of a schematism which mechanically 
transposes the mass-based capitalist party of 
workers( Stalinist or Social-Democratic ) 
typical of western Europe accross the 
Atlantic in the form of the Democratic party. 
Now. while It Is true that the Democratic 
party has for more than half a century been 
the instrument by which capital has 
electorally mobilized and controlled the 
working class. it is not only that. To a far 
greater extent than the capitalist parties of 
workers in Europe, the Democrats in the US 
have always appealed to other ~IAsses and 
strata of the population when elections have 
been held; this has necessitated the 
existence of a strong center-right wing in 
the Democratic party -- one closer in 
Ideology and electoral appeal to say the 
mainstram of the Tory party in Britain than 
to any faction of the Labour party. Indeed, 
unlike the left parties of western Europe, 
the Democrats in the US have been the 
"natural" p,:u'ty of government for over'· fifty 
years. ThJs 15 not only a question of their 
frequent occupation of the White House, but 
perh~p~ mure importantly their almost 
continuous control of Congress (and thereby 

the congressional committees which have 
become an integral part of the executive 
branch of the government) for almost this 
whole period. (Since 1932, the Republ ican 
party has controlled both Houses of Congress 
for anI y four years. 1947-1949, 1953-1955, 
while the -5~;ocrats have controlled both 
houses of Congress for all but 10 years, the 
exceptions being 1947-1949, 1953-1955, and 
1981-1987 when the Republicans controlled the 
US Senate.) In that sense, even a possible 
Democrat capture of the t.Jhite House in 1988 
does not mean the left in power. 

It is now abundantly clear that one byproduct 
of Irangate -- however necessary this 
"affair" was for the ruling class -- is to 
make a Republican victory in 1988 
problematic. If the Republicans do retain the 
White House next year, it will be despite, 
not because of Irangate. 

In the light of a sharp decline in public 
support for Reagan and the Republican party 
as a result of Irangate, it is necessary to 
asertain the impact of this affair on 
capital's strategy of the left in opposition. 

Because of the ever-deepening economic crisIs 
and the explosive character of the class 
struggle in the present period, it is more 
than ever necessary for American capital to 
prepare an effective left in opposition with 



which La conLlin dnd control "ny prolet.ot'lan 
up~urge. [n the context of th~ political 
,;ystem of Amprir:cHI cdpital io,m, t.hi~; 

invariably means utilizing Lhe Democratic 
Pdy'ty dnd the tradE' union movement. which hd:, 
Lr'adltionally been linked to It. The best way 
t,o u:oe the left. in opposit.ion aU,o impli~" 
th,}t the Rf~p\lblic.'jn paxty occupy the White 
Hou~;e. There' 5 no doubt. t.hat t.he capitali,,!: 
clas~ in the U3 want~ to keep it that way. 
1 t.:; effort." t.o PO~;P()n(> t.he out.bY'l'dk of the 
r'<,ce:;:;iotl unt.il ",ftet' the .'leetion:3. the 
t'imin<) of the INF ilCJY'eemr'nt. wit.h Lh,' l<u,;"iil.n~; 

,Hid th,' medii). .1:',:'cJ:;in.'lt.ion of the D"mocr . .lt'" 
mo:,L ('lcc.t.dblC' CdlldiddtE", (HdY't.. Riden) 
t(~:;lify to t.hi:;. However', the wl~dY'in(J (Jut of 
R (' :; 9" I I • " I!( , I JI: 1 , I I i I Y • t. he d d mil 9 (' 0 fIr <I n <:J d 1. e , 
t. h,~ d i :," () n t., e n t .l b 0 uta u s t e r i t Y ;UHj 

impoveri:;hmen!, pl.c., mdke t.he out.come fdY 
fy'()m c:'~rl..Jln. A D"m(H:r',:,t'I(~ v lctol'y in 1988 
Cd.nnot bp dj:;counted. I!owpver, (Jiv('1'l I.h" filct. 
Lh.';!. whid)!~ver' p,}t't.y occupie:, t.he White Hou:3e 
,1[U'r I<JAB t.he Ilemo<:Y',\l,:; will inevitdbly h"v., 
(,;J!)v'~nlm"nt,\1 Yf~';pon:; ihi Ii I.y ttll'oU9h the it' 
cont.r'ol of COW.JY'f~":; Lind thf' key 
, '<) tl9 t e :_,:; I <) tld I c () m mit. t. e e :, ~I h i ( : h c () tl :') I, I l. 11 t. e 
,\Jmo:,t <l paY'dllE"1 bUY'('dllcrdC:Y t.o that. of th" 
executive dep,H'l.menV,), th.1t medn~ ,) 
dlvi~li()n of labor I'll t.hln t.he Demo<:r,d,!e \2(l.1"1.1 
TT;;TI~i -6n;-;T~g-~I-T~p-0~m~~~~T~-;TT! ~;~e 
t.h~--- r(",pon:', i b i I -i Ly of ,It. I ei;,:t "helr in'] 
9 (J ve Y' n m'~ n t dip owe r- (.). n d q tJ i 1;" P ():; :'. i b I yin the 
dft.eY'mdt.h of Tl'''dnYilt.c contrul] inq not. only 
the Con'3Y-e::;::, but. thp White HOllcw .j,; 1'1<,11), 

while ,mol,het 1,,£1 wing. 1'1111 be chdrged 
with t.h" vita_\ t.",.k of cont,linin(J any 
(lIILbY'E'ak:; of c]<""" :;tr\l(191e, :,e('king t.o 
d!ver'l: It into c:h.'ltltlel:; whIch .)t"~ h.-a-ml>'s:'; to 
cdpit.dl. 

1'1'1", c()nt()lJt':; C:>.{ ;;!.leh~, dlvl~.I(>n (){ l;.'tb(,t" 
within the Democratic party are dll~~dy 

clearly visible. The efforl,~ of Richard 
Gebhardt, Paul Simon and Je:3se Jackson to win 
the [kmoer'at,ie nominat.ion in 1988 ,Ire d~; 

cledrly Pdt't of an dttempt to (~on:'>titut.e d 

viable and credible' left. win9 i"1~; t.hey drc 
probably doomed to ~1~~12t~1 failure; a 
point underscored by the very fact that three 
candidates will split and divide the left 

vote in the DemocratIc prImaries. when purely 
in terms of winning t.he nomination a united 
effort would make more sense. Each of these 
three left candid~Lcu 0~~c~lu to distinct 
strata of the population: Gebhardt. with h!s 
sponsorship of protectionist legislation In 
the Congress, appeals to the blue collar 
working class and the industrial unions; 
Simon is the candidate of the traditional 
liberal wing of the party Jackson, wh!le 
seeking to broaden his base to rank and file 
trade union activists, has his real base of 
support among the poor, the unemp~oyed and 
racial minorities. No matter which party 
occupies the White House after' 1988, these 
left factions of the Democrat~c party .w~ll 
constitute the core of a left In Opposition 
with which capital will respond to the class 
struggle. 

Meanwhile as a party with governmental 
responsibilities, In a social situati?n which 
doesn't yet require that the Democratic par~y 
become an unequivocably left party . ~n 
opposition, and indeed in a speclilc 
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conjuncture where as an unintended but 
unavoidable result of Irangate it may regain 
the White House In 1988. the mainstream of 
t.he Democratic party is moving resolutely to 
!.tH,' center-Y-ight. The leading candidates for 
the Oemocrctt.!c nominat.ion are posit.ioning 
t.hemselves as moderates on economic and 
foreign pol icy i~,sues. Michael Dul<akis, for 
example. is an exponent of balanced budgets 
cHid bU'iines~i induced gr-owth, in which new 
Investment is dependant on efficiency and 
profit.abi] ity. Albert Gore has made himself a 
champion of d tough American presence in the 
I'ey-,;ian (;ulf. Meclnwhile, Sd.m Nunn, despite 
hi" deci~ion not to seek the Presidential 
nominal ion. r{'milin~; a po:;::ible cdndiddte in 
Col:'iP. no cledr front runner' emetq"" ,lut'inq the 
pY"imdrie,:; ,lnd Nunn, who 0" I.h" Y'anking 
Democl'.lt on the Sendte drmed sey'v ices 
commit.tec' dllY-in<) the Reagdll yeay-~; helped 
:ih.~pe the m,l:3:; i ve Amer- i (:.,n mil i tary bu i I dup, 
is pmblemdt.ic of the t.ypP of DemOCYdt who 
will ":;:,Ut'p U,,, continuity of Tlmel'iean policy 
in thc' t'VCIlt. ihell. I.h(' I<t'publ iC(H):; lose t.he 
Pt'e:.iiden(;y in 1988. 

Wh.'tt.'·v~·r' Itlcotlvnl1,·ne::.· [Y'.,'lrtg"t.e mdY lVlv,' (OS\. 
the Amprican capital i~,t Lla:,;:', in terms of the 
m()~~t (jpsir'Clble configura! ion of d left in 
opp(",ltlotl, 1'1.3:, (;()mp,:n:}.j.t>:d by the :'>UGcess of 

the tt'dditional fot'eign policy est.ibll~hm(,'!lt 

i n I"l~ il ,.; ~; e r 1. in'] I Li C () m pIe t. e c: 0 n t. r 0 I 0 f the 
policy making process (and vindicating the 
"democrcl1.ic "proc('~;~l tit. the cidme t.ime). The 
reduction of the Republican right wing to 
ncar polil.ical nullity (d~, d policy making 
fon~e), will help n~:.ih<l,pe the party fot' 
govenlment.dl responsibilit.y in t.he 1990's, 
whatever the short term effpcts of Irangate 
mclY bp on the Republicans in 1988. In that 
short term'l,he center right of the Democratic 
party is no less able thdn t.he Republican 
m.3ln:3tre.3m of assuring the continuity of 
American economic dnd military polcy, and of 
consolidating the bloc. Atthe same time the 
real emergence of a left wing able to 
electorally organize the discontent of the 
working class is also t.aking place within the 
ranks of the Democratic party around Jackson 
and Gpbhardt. It. is there that capital is 
pr'eparing its left in opposition to meet the 
dangers of the class struggle of the coming 
pet'iod. 

MAC INTOSH 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
APPEAL TO READERS 

We intend to make this magazine an instru
ment of political clarification and under
standing of the situation today. We also 
need to have the tools necessary for dir
ect intervention in the class ~itruggle 
(leaflets, posters, newspapers). Our 
limited material resources and our small 
number makes this task very difficult. 
We appeal to our readers to help circu
late Internationalist Perspective and to 
carryon political discussion with us. 
We ask you to subscribe to our magazine 
and to show a practical support for our 
efforts by giving a contribution if you 
can. .............................. 
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The timeliness of 

the Russian Revolution 
The celebration of the seventieth anniversary 
of the Russian n?VOlutiun ",las, of COUI-5e, the 
occ .. Yiiol1 fOI the capitalist clCi55 of all 
countries to try to recuperate the real mean
ing of this prolE·tal-ian revolution. Ther-e is 
certainly nothing new in this kind of propa
ganda. In 1917, everywhere in the world, the 
ruling classes outdid themselves with illsults 
and sarcastic howls against the wOl-kefs who 
dared attack their privileges and demand a 
better life. In their mouths at that lime, 
'Bolshevik was the same as vampire, child
killer, vermin. And these classes didn't stop 
at words. They did everything they could to 
stifle the proletarian revolution. 

Today the western countries, where the bourg
eoisie constantly sings the praises of its 
'democracy', the bourgeoisie takes advantage 
of this anniversary to step up its efforts at 
demoralising and ~emobilising the working 
class as it is rediscovering the need for 
struggle. "You see ,,,,hat 'worker-s' power- is, 
what communism and too much radicalism leads 
to the Gulag, psychiatric hospitals, empty 
stores, the dark glasses of Jaruzelskl. Is 
that what you want?" In otr1er- "lOrds, wo.-ker-s 
stay put, you'll only regret it if you try to 
change tr1 i ngs. 

In the Eastern Bloc, where the anniversary 
will be celebrated with military parades 
showing the most sophisticated weapons, the 
sound of boots and guns. From the tribune in 
between the snoring, the fossils of the par
ty, up to their necks in medals will present 
this masquerade as the living image of the 
workers' paradise i One of the biggest scams 
of the 20th century has been to have identif
ied the revolution with its rapid degenera
tion; identified the worst exploitation which 
came out of this degeneration with communism; 
identified the October revolution with Stal
inism, the Stalinism that marked the end of 
the revolution and had not one glimmer of a 
proletarian character despite all the grimac
es of a Gorbachev today. (See IE 7) 

These mystifications must be 
too want to speak of October 

denounced. We 
1917, not as a 

museum piece that we take out every once in a 
while to admire but because this very import
ant moment in the history of the workers' 
movement must always be kept alive so that we 
can remember all the lessons it has to teach 

us. The working class must be able to reappr
opriate its own experience by understanding 
as deeply as possible all the implications of 
this experience so that the working class 
today can strengthen its attacks against the 
bourgeois state. 

For decades the revolutionary movement has 
studied the significance of the events of 
1917. Today, many groups have published con
tributions on this revolution in their press. 
But it seems that certain confusions persist, 
essentially on the role of the Bolshevik 
Party in this revolution. Behind the specific 
problem of the role of the proletari~n party 
is in fact the whole question of how class 
consciousness develops in the working class. 
We have already'tried to contribute to this 
question in our magazine. In this article on 
the Russian revolution we would like to deal 
with it in a more concrete way, through the 
historic experience of the working class. 

THE ERA OF PROLETARIAN REVOLUTIONS 

In 1859 Marx wrote: "At a certain stage of 
their development, the material productive 
forces of society come into conflict with the 
existing relations of production. From 
forms of development of the productive forces 
these relations turn into their fetters. Then 
begins an epoch of social revolutions." 
Marx's analysis of the internal contradic
tions of the capitalist mode of production 
found full confirmation in the barbarous 
outbreak of the First World War in 1914 and 
then later in the many revolutionary move
ments which emerged in most of the belliger
ent countries. To convince millions of prole
tarians to slaughter each other, to go again
st proletarian internationalism which is the 
very essence of the workers' combat since its 
beginnings, the bourgeoisie had to fill their 
heads with patriotic ideology by brandishing 
the slogans of 'Save democracy' and 'Struggle 
against despotism'. In reality these great 
ideals were only pretexts. The world war, 
with its unprecedented violence, came as a 
consequence of the insurmountable economic 
contradictions of the capltallst system. in 
this social system ruled by blind economic 
laws, by merciless competition for the con
quest of markets, the inadequacy of these 
markets, their limits as compared to the 
productive capacities of the different na-



tional capitals created this bloody rivalry 
among nations, a rivalry which would use the 
worst massacres to try and get a better share 
of the markets. The relations of production 
had thus become too narrow for the develop
ment of the productive forces. But the pat
riotic orgy, the hopes for a fast victory, 
were short-lived. That's when the era of 
social revolution began. In its manifesto to 
the world proletarians the Communist Interna
tional wrote: "During the war the contradic
tions of the capitalist regime were exposed 
for all ma~kind to see in the form of physic
al suffering: hunger, cold, epidemiC diseases 
and the re-emergence of barbarism. For 
dozens of years, the statisticians and pont
iffs of the theory of rounding out the angles 
looked in all corners of the globe for real 
or imaginary facts showing that certain 
groups or categories of the working class had 
progressed and enjoyed better conditions. The 
theory of the pauperisation of the masses was 
thought to be buried under the contemptuous 
hissing and booing of the university eunochs 
of the bourgeoisie and the mandarins of soc
ialist opportunism. But now we see not only 
social pauperisation but phychological and 
biological impoverishment in all its hideous 
aspects. The catastrophe of the imperialist 
war has swept away all the gains of ullion and 
parliamentary struggles. Cut short this 
epoch of crisis that we are going through. It 
can only be done through the method of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat. Workers of 
all countries, unite." 

After two years of horrible butchery where 
workers sacrificed their lives for capitalist 
interests, the proletariat, revolted and 
disgusted by patriotic litanies began to try 
to unite over and above frontiers against the 
divisions erected by the bourgeoisie. There 
were desertions, acts of rebellion and above 
all fraternisation on all fronts, while in 
the cities there were strike movements 
against the increasing exploitation of lab
our. Fraternisation was the clearest expres
sion of this irreducible antagonism between 
the logic of a class like the bourgeoisie and 
a class like the proletariat, an antagonism 
0hich can only lead to social revolution. The 
bourgeoisie maintains itself through competi
tion, rivalry, mutual destruction. The prole
tariat on the other hand, to ensure its 
Survival in such a system must break through 
these barriers and create a REAL CLASS SOLID
ARITY, it has to try to eliminate the objec
tive and subjective conditions that stand in 
the way of this solidarity. By holding out a 
hand to the 'enemy' soldier, by refusing to 
fight in the war, the working class shook the 
very foundations of bourgeois society. The 
true enemy was not the class brother, the 
brother in miserY, but the capitalist state. 
The world communist revolution was on the 
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agenda. 

Therefore, unlike some revolutionaries, we do 
not see the major social movements which 
began in Russia in 1917 as just the product 
of local specific conditions in Russia (even 
if these local conditions existed and explain 
some aspects of the movement). Essentially, 
at the time, these movements were the clear
est and most open expressions of a SOCIAL 
CRISIS OF INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS, of a new 
period being born, the era of the proletarian 
revolution. Russia wasn't the only crisis 
appeared. Elsewhere too the working class 
began to say no to the war, to enter into 
open struggle with the bourgeois state. In 
Germany, strikes broke out everywhere against 
rationing, against sending new battalions to 
the front, against the so-called solidarity 
with the front that the bourgeoisie used to 
increase exploitation in the factories. 

Lenin always insisted on the fact that the 
Russian revolution must be seen in the light 
of the international situation of world capi
talism. The struggles of the Russian working 
class were only a prologue, a phase, a moment 
of the international workers' revolution 
which would emerge against the deterioration 
of living conditions. How impatient he was 
throughout the whole of 1917 waiting for news 
of proletarian struggles in other countries 
especially in Germany which seemed, and 
rightly so, to be a key to the world process. 
When, as we will see further on, Lenin defen
ded the need for all power to the soviets it 
was in this perspective of support which 
would surely come soon from struggles of 
workers in other countries. For him, the 

proletarian revolution was brewing everywhere 
in the bowels of the old world. 

In the same way the degeneration of the 
Russian Revolution, its rapid end, must also 
be explained in this international context. 
The GENERAL IMMATURITY of the working class, 



unprepared for the new tasks thrust upon it, 
quickly isolated the Russian Revolution and 
led to its corruption and decline. The fail
ure of the German Revolution, among others, 
was decisive in this process of degeneration. 

rHE OUTBREAK OF THE REVOLUTION 

In 1917 Rosa Luxembur-g said, "Today Russia 
confirms once again this old adage of histor
ical experience: there is nothing more incre
dible, more absurd than a revolution one hour 
before it happens; there is nothing simpler, 
more natural and obvIous than a revolution 
when it has fought and won its first vict
ory." It's true that evel-ything seems vel-y 
simple at the outbreak of the February revol
ution. It seems like a fruit so ripe it 
simply needed a shake to fall. In a context 
of great combativity with many strike move
ments in Petrograd, International Women's Day 
on February 23rd very rapidly in three days 
led to a general strike in the city. Demands 
were as ELEMENTARY as can be: the workers 
wanted bread. This simple demand quickly 
generalised and drew in greater and greater 
numbers of workers. This dynamic of extension 
in turn led to a radicalisation of slogans. 
In such a mass strike simple economic demands 
are quickly transformed into more general 
political ones. One thing leads to another, 
they combine and unify, attracting more and 
more workers. Down with war, down with the 
au tocracy I I n a few hours the shadow of i n
surrection spread over Russia and on February 
27th a decisive event occurred: the troops 
mutinied in Petrograd. The Czarist regime 
which relied on the military as its fundamen
tal prop was now naked and alone. Corrupt and 
hated, it fell like a house of cards. All the 
strategic places fell one after the other to 
the insurgents, putting up very little resis
tance. On February 27th the insurrection in 
Petrogr-ad was over, leaving 2000 dead. The 
other cities in the country recognised the 
insurrection. A regime which had endured for 
hundreds of years was now thrown into the 
dustbin of history. 

The ease and rapidity with which this move
ment took place was far from accidental. It 
teaches us some important lessons about the 
way that class consciousness develops in the 
working class. First of all, it shows how 
decisive and essential workers struggles are 
for any Change in social relations. It's true 
that in February 1917 the mutinies of the 
garrison and the fact that the immense major
ity of the population rallied to the insurr
ect~onal movement were crucial. Without this 
the movement could not have succeeded. But 
the true motive force of this dynamic was the 
WORKERS' STRUGGLE itself. Only this struggle 
is a real threat to the powers that be, only 
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this struggle can be a rallying point for Jll 
the other non-exploiting strata in SOCIety. 
There were some 25 million peasants in Russia 
as compared with 8 million proletarians. But 
wrlen the very combative and concelltrated 
proletariat of Petrograd raised its fist the 
Czar himself trembled on his throne. When it 
created the proletariat, capitalism created 
the only revolutionary class capable of 
threatening the system. 

This revolutionary eruption was ~ tributary 
of all the past experience of the proletariat 
in Russia. In 1905 it led a gigantic mass 
strike which ended with bloody repression and 
a very long period of demobilisatlon for the 
working class. But afterwards, the old mole 
did his work. The movements of February 1917 
are like an explosion produced by the accumu
lation of all these experiences, the tangible 
expression of the lessons ~hich had been 
learned. Consciousness had ripened despite 
major backsliding, ten years of dembobilisa
tion and the world war. This consciousness 
was achieved in a diffuse way. Although it 
was not lmmedlately identifiable, it was 
taking place within the ENTIRE CLASS. This 
explains why in the general context of war 
and famine, the unification of all the wor
kers was so rapid and effective. 

By itself therefore the working class draws 
out the lessons of its struggles, it's disill
USionments, its failures. This maturation of 
consciousness which takes place through thou
sands of subterranean channels produces a 
DECISIVE CONFIDENCE in the working class ir 
its own strength, in its ability to take its 

destiny in its own hands, against the ravages 
of the capitalist system of exploitation. The 
workers BELIEVED they would win not with an 
abstract faith but because in practical terms 
they ga/e themselves the means to achieve 
this victory. They drew the lessons of their 
experience: constant efforts to convince each 
other, to organise a united struggle; perman
ent overtures towards the army and the rest 
of the population to prevent them from becom
ing the allies of the reaction; organisation 
of struggles, etc. In this whole dynamic the 
most combative and radical fringes of the 
working class played a decisive role. The 
city of Petrograd was at the heart of the 
movement: "If, in a revolution, a capital 
city plays such an important role and at 
certain moments concentrates the will of the 
entire nation in itself it is precisely be
cause i1 ffiQ§i ~i~iQl~ ~~QC~§§~§ ib~ Q§§i~ 
i~QQ~QSl~~ Qf ib~ Q~~ ~QSl~i~ and pushes them 
to their highest expression. The provinces 
consider what the capital does as an express
ion of their own intentions but already 
1~~~~fQ~~~Q i~1Q ~f1iQQ. The initiative of 
the centres is not an attack on democracy but 
its q}lQ~~i~ realisation." <Trotsky (1» But 



this is true even within Petrograd itself 
where certain particularly combative sectors 
of the working class (the workers of Vyborg) 
constantly push the struggles forward. Of 
course, such a situation will not recur in 
the same way or in the same form in the 
present conditions of the capitalist world. 
But it is an example to illustrate the idea 
that class consciousness is not a homogeneous 
thing. This homogeneity can only mature and 
develop through a real process of struggle, 
through the very practice of class struggle. 

The complete SPONTANEITY of all these 
struggles is striking. In February the 
Russian workers had practically no pre-estab
lished organisational apparatus, no associa
tion, no unions, because of the authoritarian 
character of the Czarist regime. Unlike the 
proletariat in the western countries they did 
not have the sad experience of seejng the 
mass parties of the Second International 
being progressively integrated into the bour
geois state up to their definitive betrayal 
in 1914. Nor did they have the experience of 
the pernicious 'reformist' ideology that 
these organisations injected into the class. 
This profoundly spontaneous character of the 
movement IS all tne more slgnItlcant when we 
examine more closely the state of some work
ers' organisations which managed to maintain 
themse1ves in the cont~xt of repression. This 
examination will show how totally wrong those 
people ar·e who defend H,e idea that without a 
party the working class is nothing; that it 
is the party alone which condenses class 
consciousness; that only the party must de
cide when and where revolutionary confronta
tions must take place. In other words it is 
the party which must pull the strings of 
class struggle. Very often these people claim 
to be following the 'Bolshevik example' to 
prop up their fables about the party. How 
ironic l "It is a fact that the February revo
lution was begun by rank-and-file workers who 
QY~[S~m~ ib~ Q~~Q~lilQn of their own revol
utionary organisations; it is a fact that the 
initiative was spontaneously taken by a con
tingent of proletarians more exploited than 
the others, textile workers, who must have 
included many soldiel's' wives." (Tr·otsky) The 
Bolshevik Party whose major forces were in 
exile in any case was more than surprised by 
the movement. They even counselled against 
strikes, judging the situation was not prop
itious and that their own forces were too 
weak. But this situation was not going to be 
resolved by the February revolution, on the 
contrary. 

As we shall see, we shall have to wait for 
April 1917 for the Bolsheviks to really und
erstand the situation created by the insurr
ection and the perspectives it opened for the 
working class. But already we can shed some 
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light on a fundamental lesson which was con
firmed all through the year 1917: the working 
can and must act without any official permiS
sion from the party. It is this vitality, 
this constant taking of initiatives, this 
permanent mobilisation and radicalisation 
that can exercise an enormous pressure and 
even change a party that is too often inclin
ed to hold back the movement and temporise. 
It forced the party to overcome its weakness
es and to become a real instrument for the 
proletarian revolution. The extraordinary 
thing about the Russian Revolution is this 
inexhaustible capacity of the proletariat to 
keep pushing forward. Through this practice 
of the whole of the working class, the revol
utionary party itself was led to correct its 
own mistakes. It was created as a result of 

this interaction; it developed and enriched 
the communist programme this way. What is 
true for the revolutionary party is also true 
for this other organised expression of the 
proletariat, the workers' councils, unitary 
str-uctures where the working class organises 
Itself massively for the revolution. 

Any conception which identifies the class 
party with class consciousness (and such 
cnnceptions are so common today in the revol
utionary milieu), any conception which expl
ains the process of how this class conscious
ness develops only in simplistic terms of 
'assimilation of the programme', is indeed 
incapable of explaining the real life of the 
working class, of which the Russian Revolu
tion is an illustration. First of all, as we 
have seen, the working class is capable by 
itself of raising demands which succeed in 
pushing the movement forward towards a matur
ation of consciousness. The working class is 
capable of judging whether or not the balance 
of forces is in its favour or not, of taking 
the initiative not only to move into action 



but also to resolve the hundr"eds of pi actical 
questions which arIse in th~ heat of 
struggle. The February revolution, like that 
of October soon afterwards, was a product of 
the consciousness of masses of worker"s, a 
consciousness that had attained a high level 
of development. And this consciousness in its 
turn was the product of a multitude of fact
ors: obviously the general objective condi
tions as we have already mentioned but also 
the product of the collective thought of the 
class, its decisiveness, its combativity, the 
expression of the propaganda of revolutionary 
organisations which nourished the class for 
years and years before the events. 

THE MATURING OF THE STRUGGLE 

But class struggle still had a long way to 
go. As we have said, the high level of cons
ciousness expressed in the February revolu
tion was not accompanied by a REAL ORGANISA
TIONAL STRENGTH in the working class. The 
insurrection itself was done without a party 
but also without any workers' councils. There 
is therefore no AUTOMATIC link between cons
ciousness and organisation and that the proc
ess of organisation in the proletariat is 
itself slow, difficult. with ups and downs, 

and represents a constant effort. We shall 
see also to what extent the workers' councils 
themselves were often only a pale reflection 
of the real strengths of the working class 
and that they could constitute a weight for 
the working class which has to exercise vigi
lance and permanent control so that its own 
structures can 'follow the movement'. 

The entire period which goes from February to 
October 1917 witnessed the strengthening of 
two basic tendencies: 

* the discrediting of bourgeois forces and 
organisations who, while claiming to be a 
part of the working class, draw ever closer 
to the bourgeoisie (like the Mensheviks); 

* the general organisational strengthening 
of the working class (and non-exploiting 
strata in general) in its party and its wor
kers' councils until the taking of power in 
October. "Without organisation the working 
class cannot maintain its capacity for action 
very long. Like ten years ago, the first act 
of the revolutionary Russian proletariat will 
be to make up for the lack of organisation. 
And this organisation born in the heat of 
struggle will constitute an authentic streng
thening of its power and not the prison of 
its powerlessness." (Rosa Luxemburg) Soon 
tho~sands of base committees, of workers' 
councils on all levels, of militias, a whole 
very tight network of workers' organisations 
developed all through Russia. 
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In February. however, the working class saw 
itself rapidly dispossessed of the revolution 
it had begun. A government of the liberal 
bourgeoisie was rapidly put into power. This 
situation is all the more absurd because we 
know the total impotence of the Russian bour
geoisie, its fear of the working class and 
pa,-alysis in ,-elation to Czar-ism, its total 
absence from the February movement, its att
empts to stifle the revolution and its refus
al to take power in the first few days. 
Bourgeois revolutions were certainly a thing 
of the past. But the working class itself was 
not yet mature enough to understand the full 
significance of its struggles; enormous ill
usions remained among the working class about 
the need to go through a phase of 'bourgeois 
revolution" which supposedly would establish 
democracy in a country which had never known 

it and which would supposedly resolve tne 
famous 'peasant question' and develop capit
alist relations. In other words the workers 
were still far from any dictatorship of the 
proletariat l This whole conception was expr
essed essentially in parties like the Social
Revolutionary Party (with a large peasant 
base) or the Menshevik Party which was still 
a strong majority within the working class 
and whose Slogans rejected for the moment any 
possibility of proletarian revolution in 
Russia and defended the need for the workers 
to give over power to the bourgeoisie. There 
is nothing astonishing then in the fact that 
the 'Provisional Executive Committee of the 
Soviet', rapidly put into place essentially 
by the Mensheviks after the insurrection in 
February, immediately 'offered' power to the 
liberal bourgeoisie. Even the Bolsheviks 
participated in this confusion and the party 
saw its role as essentially that of a 'loyal 
opposition'. "At the session of the Executive 
Committee on 1st March, the discussion cent
red on how to transmit power: there was not 
one vote against the formation of a bourg
eois government even though of the 39 members 
in the Executive Committee 11 were Bolsheviks 
and sympathisers." (Trotsky) 

The liberal bourgeoisie found itself there
fore holding the reins of power; and in gIv
ing them this power, the Executive Committee 
had only one demand - that the bourgeoisie 
give freedom of propaganda to the left part
ies! Nothing about the eight-hour day, noth
ing about an end to the war, about land or 
about any of the demands which captured the 
combativity of the masses and for which the 
workers had made an insurrection' This whole 
period up to October is marked by the bourg
eoisie's complete inability to resolve the 
many contradictions created by the new situa
tion. In fact the bourgeoisie had only one 
policy - behind the 'conciliation', the 
'opening' to the people, they did everything 
they could to crush the workers' revolution. 



Fir-st, they relaunched an offensive In the 
imperialist war hoping to deviate the wor
kers' struggles towards the 'patriotic defen
ce of the revolution', hoping to bleed the 
proletariat dry and prevent it from contin
uing its movement. This same bourgeoisie, so 
libel-aI, so 'democratic' did not hesitate to 
stir up a military coup d'etat behind the 
scenes in August. This military coup was 

meant to crush the workers and restore law 
and order. It failed because of the mobilisa
tion of the masses against it. 

The Menshevik and Social-Revolutionary organ
isations compromised themselves more and 
more. Little by little their ministers became 
a majority in the different governments for
med up to October. The MenSheviks had decreed 
that the bourgeoisie should remain in power; 
even though the working class loudly procl
aimed that it now wanted the power for its 
own workers' councils this decree remained 
unshakeable. That's why the workers increas
ingly turned their backs on these organisa
tions (Mensheviks and Social-Revolutionaries) 
even though they were at the beginning a 
majority in the soviets. As the months passed 
the workers rallied round the Bolshevik Party 
which had been such a minority at the beginn
ing of ~he movement. The struggle of the 
working class was maturing and confronting 
new questions. In Apr-i I, undel- pressul-e f,-om 
Lenin who was always attentive to the real 
movement of the class, the pOSition of the 
Bolshevik Party Changed radically. Against 
the relative support for the bourgeois gover
nment in power since February, Lenin. in his 
famous April Theses, developed an analysis 
which would profoundly change the Bolshevik 
position and galvanise them for action. "The 
theses expressed simple ideas in simple 
terms, accessible to all. The republic which 
has emerged from the February revolution is 
not our repUblic and the war it is carrying 
on is not our war. The task of the Bolsheviks 
is to overthrow the imperialist government. 
But this government is maintaining itself 
because it can count on the confidence of the 
masses. We are in a minority. In these condi
tions, it is not a question of an act of 
violence on our part. We must teach the mass
es not to trust the conciliators and partis
ans of national defence. 'We must patiently 
explain things.' The success of such a policy 
imposed on us by circumstances is guaranteed 
and it will lead us to the dictatorship of 
the proletariat. We calion the workers of 
the whole world to break with the bourgeoiSie 
to end the war. We will begin the interna
tional revolution." (Trotsky) 

In reality. these theses were only an exten
sion of the principles defended by Lenin and 
his supporters at the Zimmerwald conference 
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during the war: the transformation of the 
imperialist war into a civil war and the 
break with the social democratic organisa
tions that had betrayed. In the era of gener
alised imperialist war only the dictatorship 
of the proletariat can give the framework for 
the real satisfaction of workers' demands. 
The real situation, the adoption of these 
radical slogans, brought a serious crisis to 
the Bolshevik organisation. Many of its mem
bers in the name of the economic and politi
cal backwardness of Russia, thought that the 
workers still had to complete the democratic 
revolution. And even the most lucid Bolshev
iks like Lenin continued to give the 
proletarian revolution certain 'democratic' 
tasks. Because the bourgeoisie was in such a 
state of decomposition, the proletariat was 
supposed to assume certain of its tasks: 
"Lfnin saw that the democratic revolution had 
not been completed or more to the point that 
it had stopped almost as soon as i~ had 
started. This was precisely the reason why 
the democratic revolution could only be carr
ied out under the domination of a new class. 
This could only be achieved if the masses 
were won away from the influence of the Men
sheviks and the Social-Revolutionaries, that 
is away from the indirect influence of the 
liberal bourgeoisie." (Trotsky) 

Of course, the objective conditions in Russia 
(the need to rally the enormous peasant mass
es to the revolution in order to make Victory 
possible) were such that it was inevitable 
that the proletarian organisation would def
end the slogan 'Land to the Peasants' even if 
such a slogan had nothing to do with the 
content of communism. But the real error of 
the Bolsheviks was to ASSIMILATE workers' 
dictatorship with peasants' dictatorship, 
deforming with such a slo~an the proletarian 
programme, and crippling the autonomy of the 
working class. 

But the working class was not intimidated by 
the repression of the bourgeois state nor by 
the state of confusion of its revolutionary 
organ~sations. Even before the April Theses, 
1n the beginnIng of March, workers meeting in 
Vyborg in Petrograd demanded all power to the 
soviets. This would not be the first time 
that workers were 'a hundred times more to 
the left than the party'. As Trotsky said, 
"Each step forward of the revolution was 

provoked, was compelled by a DIRECT INTERVEN
TION of the masses, completely unexpected in 
the majority of cases by the soviet parties." 
For those who doubt the profoundly revolu
tionary nature of the proletariat these fev
erish advances came with astonishing regular
ity right up to the October insurrection. 

The April events were a prelude to the July 
Days.· These experiences, expressing class 



consciousness and permitting it to grow and 
develop, gradually led the proletariat to the 
taking of power. In the weeks after February, 
workers' struggles were pushed forward by the 
demand for the eight-hour day. Refused by the 
bourgeoisie because it would interfere with 
the war effort, the eight-hour day was IMPOS
ED by the workers. And in April the situation 
became critical. In a context of deteriorat
ing living conditions, a minister of foreign 
affairs announced a new programme of annexa
tions. The bourgeois press, the 'left', ever
yone applauded. But then, spontaneously, 
without any directives, masses. of wOI-kel-s and 
soldiers went into the streets shouting 'Down 
with the Pravisional Government'. Once again, 
the question of power appeared on the hori-
20n. But the soviets (which still were under 
the control of a Menshevik majority) refused 
this power, did everything they could to 
temporise, to put out the fire. Disoriented, 
the workers went home and the movement gave 
way as spontaneously as it had arisen. 

Tensions continued to accumulate up to the 
month of July when the storm broke out again 
among the workers on a higher level. After 
four ministers had resigned an assembly of 
several thousand soldiers decided to hold an 
armed demonstration to express how fed up 
they were with the situation. They went 
around to all the regiments and factories to 
talk about the struggle and judge the state 
of their forces. 

On 4th July there was a general strike In 
Petrograd. The city became one giant mass 
meeting of workers. Five hundred thousand 
soldiers and workers were in the streets and 
there were many confrontations. Once again, 
the workers demanded all power to the coun
cils but the councils still didn't want it. 
The next day there was once again a reflux of 
the movement and relative calm came to the 
capital city. Several weeks of disorientation 

followed for the proletariat; these weeks 
were put to good use by the bourgeoisie which 
carried out a widespread witchhunt. Combative 
workers and also Bolshevik militants were the 
victims of this ferocious repression. But by 
September, this phase of demoralisation began 
to recede and the working class once again 
had enough confidence in itself to take back 
the initiative and go straight towards the 
victorious insurrection of October. 

THE GROWTH OF WORKERS' COUNCILS 

Just as the year 1917 was characterised by an 
enormous activity of the working class (and 
on another level by larger and larger peasant 
movements which, against the hesitations of 
their own organisations, simply took the land 
for themselves) there was also a process of 
development and strengthening of the workers' 
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councils. During the mass strike in Russia In 
1905 a workers' council emerged in Petrograd; 
it was greeted as the workers' organ par 
excellence where the dynamic of the mass 
strike could truly express itself. Spontan
eously created in the struggle and for the 
struggle, only these sorts of structures can 
express the revolutionary aspirations of the 
working class and bring them to fruition. But 
things are not as Simple as that. Even though 
they are essential, even though they are the 
only organisms which can enable the proletar
iat keep the control of its own movements and 
its own demands to spread them and generalise 
them, the councils cannot guarantee by the 
simple fact of their existence the success of 
a revolution. A very intense struggle contin
ues after they emerge in the factories as 
well as in these assemblies of delegates that 
are the councils to transform them into truly 
revolutionary organs capable of taking charge 
of the dictatorship of the pl-oletar iat. "The 
soviet form contains in itself no mystical 
force. It is in no way exempt from the vices 
inherent in any form of representation and 
this is inevitable as long as this remains 
necessary. But the force of the soviets re
sides in the fact that it reduces these vices 
to the minimum. We can say with certainty, 
and the experience of the revolution confi,-ms 
this, that any other representation atcmising 
the masses would have expressed in the revol
ution the real will of the proletariat with 
much greater difficulty and with much more 
delay. Of all the forms of revolutionary 
representation the soviet is the most flex
ible, the most direct and transparent but it 
is still only a form. It cannot give more 
than the masses are capable of putting into 
it. It can facilitate the understanding of 
the masses of their own mistakes and how to 
fix them. And this is in fact one of the most 
important factors in the development of the 
revolution." (Trotsky) 

In Russia the transformation of the wor~ers' 
councils into real revolutionary organs would 
make them capable of taking power in October 
1917. The enormous contribution of the Bolsh
eviks to this transformation is not the least 
of their merits. In Germany some time later 
the councils would fail in this task. 

This process of transformation was 
contradictory in Russia. As we 
after the February revolution 

extremely 
have seen 

a 'Central 
Executive Committee' was set up whose members 
were in fact not at all representative of the 
working class base. However, it was this CEC 
which gradually became a point of reference 
for the entire working class and little by 
little real workers' councils emerged. Every
where workers in struggle elected delegates, 
made them responsible for defending their 
demands, until the formation of a central 
soviet in Petrograd. In practice these coun-



cils increasingly held the reins of -real 
powel-. "They intervened in the army, in econ
omic conflicts, in questions of supplies and 
transport and in judicial matters. They took 
authority away from reactionary administrat
ors, carried out arrests and searches, for
bade certain newspapel-s." But already the 
shadow of certain aspects of state capitalism 
emerged through these tasks which would take 
on a much greater dimension during the degen
eration of the revolution. "The economic 
sector of the Executive Committee elaborated 
a whole programme for the economic life of 
the state: in many domains of industry the 
time is right for a state monopoly on commer
ce; in other domains the conditions are ripe 
enough for the formation of trusts regulated 
by the state (coal, oil, metals, sugar, pap
er) and finally for almost all branches of 
production the present conditions demand a 
regulatory participation of the state in the 
division of raw materials, in the elaboration 
of products and in the fixing of prices. At 
the same time a control on all credit must be 
established." (Trotsky) 

Despite 
despite 
class, 
councils 
power: 

this real power of the soviets and 
the real maturation of the working 

it would take months for the workers' 
to be really capable of taking 

* as we have seen the CEC itself gave power 
back to the bourgeoisie and called on the 
workers to go back to work after the February 
insurl-ection; 

* decisions were made in small sub-committees 
without taking into account the assembly of 
delegates: "the most important decisions were 
made in the Executive, or more precisely in 
its leadership core in pre-arranged agreement 
with the govel-nment." The soviet remained 
outside of all this and was treated like a 
simple meeting place: "It is not in these 
general assemblies t~at policy is made and 
all these plenary sessions have no practical 
impol-tance", as Trotsky reports; 

* at each open struggle of the working class 
in Petrograd demanding that the soviets take 
power the soviets did everything they could 
to avoid this to hold back the activity of 
the workers. The presence in the soviets of a 
Menshevik majority expresses the enormous gap 
that existed between workers' combativity and 
its organised political expression; 

* on the central demands of the working class 
the soviet remained extremely vague: no clear 
position on the war. But the worst thing was 
when the First Pan-Russian Congress of Sov
iets met in June and rejected the decree on 
the eight-hour day! 

* since the beginning of the movement there 
was no clear distinction made between wor-
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kers' soviets and territorial soviets, the 
working class found itself therefore 'drown
ed' in other non-exploiting strata; 

* in a general way the representative systems 
were extremely variable from one soviet to 
another leading to over- or under-representa
tion; 

* very often the local or provincial soviets 
were content to simply agree with the deci
sions or discussions of the assembly in Petr
ograd without seeing themselves as full part
icipants in the process. There was a great 
deal of difficulty in getting rid of a 'parl
iamentary' vision of workers' councils. Very 
often the councils were seen by the different 
political parties as simply arenas where they 
could manoeuvre to affirm their own power. As 
we shall see the Bolsheviks themselves cert
ainly were not exempt from such confusions; 

* the organs expressing working class combat
ivity most clearly were very often the base 
committees, the factory committees: the work
ers took a much greater interest in these 
factory committees than in the soviets; they 
very often undefestimated the real importance 
of these soviets. That is why after July the 
Bolsheviks even defended the idea that power 
should be taken by the factory committees 
instead of by the soviets which were seen to 
be too Sluggish. 

The enumeration of all these weaknesses is 
not an attempt to discredit the workers' 
councils. On the contrary it wishes to show 
that workers' councils never emerged in a 
perfect form, as a completed product once and 
for all, that they are victims of the same 
contradictory pressures which the working 
class itself feels and that they like the 
class must transform themselves during the 
revolutionary process. It is only the const
ant mobilisation of the working class in the 
defence of its class interests that can push 
forward this transformation. "The contradic
tion between the powerful offensive of the 
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masses and the hesitation of their political 
representation is not accidental. The oppres
sed masses in a revolutionary epoch are led 
to direct action more easily and more rapidly 
than they are able to give their desires and 
their demands a correct expression through 
their own representation. The contradiction 
in the soviet representation itself is that, 
on the one hand, it is necessary for the 
action of the masses and, on the other hand, 
it can very easily become a conservative 
hindrance to this action. This contradiction 
is resolverl in practice by renewing the rep
resentation but this operation which is not 
so simple especially in revolution only incr
eases the gap between the representation and 
direct action." (Trotsky) 

In October, the working class regrouped and 
organised in its councils (where since Sept
ember revolutionary ideas had become the 
majority against those defended by the Mensh
eviks and Social-Revolutionaries) will be 
strong enough and mature enough to organise a 
new insurrection and to take power. The sov
iets were able to condense and express a 
revolutionary character of the proletarlat. 
But with the failure of the world revolution 
where such a maturation never came to frui
tion, certain confusions (which we have men
tioned) on the real function of councils 
worked AGAINST the proletariat to contribute, 
along with many other factors, to the crea
tion of those regimes w~ know today in the 
Eastern Bloc countries. 

THE ROLE OF THE BOLSHEVIK PARTY 

In all these struggles, in all these express-· 
ions of the self-organisation of the working 
class militants of the Bolshevik Party were 
actively trying to spread revolutionary 
ideas. They were an extreme minority in Feb
ruary with very confused positions but as 
these positions became clearer they gradually 
won the majority of the working class, of the 
soldiers and even of the poor peasants greedy 
for this land the Bolsheviks promised them. 
But this was not as simple as it sounds 
either. This process included many deviations 
and difficulties. The Bolshevik Party was 
very often put back on its feet by pressure 
from the working class. It was in the prac
tice of class struggle and also because it 
was capable of listening to what the workers 
were saying and paying attention to what they 
were doing that the Bolshevik organisation 
was strengthened around the programme which 
was enriched by all this wbrking class activ
ity: "The strength of the Bo!shevik Party was 
shown not in the absence of dissent or hesit
ation or even crises but in the fact that in 
very difficult circumstances it came out of 
these crises and assured the possibility of a 
decisive intervention in the events. This 
meant also that the party as a whole was an 
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adequate instrument for the revolution. The 
reformist party considers the foundations of 
the regime that it wishes to reform practic
ally unshakeable and so ineVItably subordin
ates itself to the ideas and morals of the 
l-uling class. The socialist demOC1"atic pal-ty 
has become a second-class bourgeois party. 
Bolshevism has created the true type of revo
lutionary party which has historical aims 
incompatible with contemporary society." 
(Trotsky) 

Against any idea of a 'deus ex machina' par
ty, we have already mentioned the extreme 
weakness of the party in February, confusion 
of its perspectives after the insurrection 
and the internal crisis it suffered on the 
occasion of the April Theses which put the 
party and the proletariat face to face with 
their historic responsibilities. But this was 
not the only time thE> Bolshevik Pal·ty had 
difficulties: during the July Days the Party 
had trouble giving an adequate response to 
the working class struggle. There were many 
hesitations: at fjrst the strikes were dis
approved of, then the Party went to the head 
of the demonstrations and later on they in 
fact sent the workers home after several 
days. Through all this many militants were 
angry about the attitude they adjudged too 
'attentiste' and they tore up their member
ship cards. Even in October, up to the last 
minute, the fact that the Party put the tak
ing of power by the working class on its 
agenda frightened many militants w~o refused 
to defend such a perspective. Throughout the 
year 1917 the process of strengthening the 
Party occurred through crises, struggles of 
ideas and confrontations of pOSitions which 
were sometimes very sharp. The working class, 
in developing its struggle, demanded of the 
Party clear perspectives and decisive action. 
It is not easy to live up to these expecta
tions and to act effectively as lb~ ~1~§[~21 
§~g ~Q21 g~~i2i~~ §~§~1=9§[9~ always defend
ing the point of view of the 9~D~[§1 iDl~[= 
~212 of the proletariat. 

The Bolshevik Party nevertheless succeeded in 
fulfilling the vital role of avant-garde. 
Despite its crises and weaknesses which are 
inevitable to some extent in any living org
anism, it was able to transform itself into a 
crucial force for the revolution. In the last 
analysis, by learning from past and present 
experiences of the proletariat, by drawing 
out their g~D~[~l lessons, the Bolsheviks 
were able to mQ§l ~l~~[l~ ~~Q[~§§ the revol
utionary aspirations of the workers. This 
contribution of the party to the development 
of class consciousness was fundamental be

cause it emphasised the vital importance of 
the autonomous self-organisation of the work
ing class, the primordial role of the soviets 
and the need to give thse organs an authent
ically revolutionary content. 



After April, Bolshevik militants consistently 
defended the need to create and strengthen 
workers' councils as mass organs so they 
would be capable of taking power and exercis
ing the proletarian dictatorship. All the 
activity of the Bolshevik Party, based on 
firm revolutionary principles, rejecting any 
compromise with bourgeois forces, clearly 
denouncing all the 'false friends' of the 
working class, aimed at making the workers 
more conscious of their revolutionary persp
ectives and making this consciousness more 
bQ~Qg€~~Q~2 in the class. That·s why, as the 
months went by, combative workers, face to 
face with poverty and hardship, and under
standing the need for revolution, joined the 
Bolshevik avant-garde en masse, to strengthen 
the force of revolutionary ideas by strength
ening the party. 

Looking at the situation from the point of 
view of the class as a whole, the Bolsheviks 
were correct in their judgement that in July 
the situation was not ready for an immediate 
taking of power. Of course, the idea of adv
ising against strikes was wrong (especially 
since it was done becuase the party was not 
strong enough). But the warning against a 
premature seizure of power was based on a 
fundamentally correct analysis of an insuff
iciently developed and generalised class 
consciousness. In the councils, Mensheviks 
and SRs continued to hold the reins. Outside 
Petrograd the situation was not yet ready. 
The time for the seizure of power had not yet 
come and there was no point in giving away 
any margin for a bourgeois massacre. 

The Bolsheviks rightly saw their avant-garde 
activity as pushing towards a homogenisation 
of revolutionary consciousness and the growth 
of mass organs. But the Bolshevik Party its
elf was a victim of substitutionist confus
ions about the role of the party. These con
fusions weighed heavily on the entire work
ers' movement at the time and was not specif
ic to the Bolsheviks. The whole history of 
class societies where minorities have ruled, 
the whole history of the workers movement 
itself which in the 19th century envisioned 
proletarian power as just a question of the 
power of the proletarian party, made the 
whole class in this period unable to see that 
the party had any other role than that of 
'taking power in the name of the class'. 
That's why, for the Bolshevik Party, class 
consciousness existed and developed only to 
make it possible for the party to take power. 
There was a constant assimilation of the two 
processes. By the same token, the Bolsheviks 
identified the seizure of power by the sov
iets with a seizure of power by the party 
which had eventually become a majority in the 
soviets. The entire working class saw its 
revolutionary movement in this general way 
and wasn't able to distinguish the specific 

functions 
forms. 

of its different 
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organisational 

But these confusions were not the determining 
factor in the evolution of the situation in 
1917. For ex mple, in October, contrary to 
the assertio s of those who say the party 
made the ins rrection by 'manipulating' the 
Military Rev lutionary Committee, it was in 
fact masses of workers who carried out the 
practical pr cess of insurrection ~11b the 
party among participating in all the 
decisive mome action but far from being 
the only instigator of events. Of course, the 
party saw its actions with different eyes and 
the idea that it would take power was never 
far from its plans. The substitutionist con
fusions began to determine the course of 
events when the world revolution was defeated 
and Russia was isolated. Even though the 
first Soviet Constitution reaffirmed the 
sovereignty of the councils, in fact the 
party quickly transformed itself into a state 
apparatus, assuming responsibility for manag
ing the capitalist relations that persisted 
in Russia as everywhere else, becoming the 
Kafkaesque ma~hine we now know. But in the 
revolutionary process, despite these enormous 
confusions, the Bolshevik party armed with 
its revolutionary principles, defending the 
perspectives that emerged from the working 
class struggl~ itself, played an essential 
role in the revolutionary process. 

CONCLUSION 

Against all the efforts to deny the proletar
Ian character 6T tne NUSSlan reVOlutIon (pre
senting it as a bourgeois revolution or as a 
coup d'etat of a small Bolshevik minority, 
etc), against all the efforts to pit the 
councils against the party and vice versa, we 
have tried to show the revolutionary process 
as a living whole, in other words a ~QD1[~= 
~15~Q[L one. Beginning with simple 'economic' 
demands, the working class created both coun
cils and a pa~ty, expressing its enormous 
combativity. lIt asserted its own political 
power. Neither the bourgeoisie nor anyone 
else could end the war and the suffering and 
improve the lot of the vast majority of work
ers. The working class therefore had to take 
its fate into its own hands. In October, 
organised into councils and won over to revo
lutionary ideas, the workers destroyed the 
bourgeois state. The October insurrection 
shows the gigantic revolutionary potential 
the proletariat possesses. All its weaknesses 
and even the degeneration of the revolution 
must not prevent us from recogniSing in thp 
proletariat the only revolutionary class 
created by capitalism which can end the con
tradictions engendered by the capitalist 
system. 
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When the proletariat moves into decisive 
action, its vitality, imagination and ques
tioning are inexhaustible. Many things have 
changed since October 1917. But the fundamen
tals of the proletarian struggle remain the 
same. The past lives again in today's batt
les. We do not want to make a fetish of 
anniversaries of funel-als. For us, the 
struggles the proletariat endured in 1917 
live again in today's struggles because they 
showed: 

* that in the era of imperialist world wars, 
of captialist decadence, the proletarian 
revolution is on the agenda as a necessity 
and possibility. This necessity and possibil
ity is never more deeply felt than today; 

* that this revolution can only be the out-

75pf~1. 500 
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come of a whole process of ~~22 21ci~~2 with 
advances and retreats in which the working 
class, faced with a continued deterioration 
of its conditions, develops its revolutionary 
consciousness and its unitary organisation; 

* that this unitary organisation has nothing 
to do with the unions and old mass parties 
now integrateo lnto the bourgeois state, but 
is created directly in the heat of struggle 
to enable the proletariat to take power and 
put an end to exploitations; 

* that the revolutionary party, where the 
most resolute elements are regrouped, defend
ing the fio~l gQ~l? of the movement, has a 
role to play in this process to accelerate 
its maturation by pointing forward towards 
the communist perspective; 

* that the whole revolutionary process, bec
ause it is the emanation of a class becoming 
conscious of itself, needing to break with 
decades of alienation, is extremely uneven, 
difficult and contradictory. 

Only the real movement of the class, its 
constant mobilisa"tion, a r::.§:'~l ~QC~€C§~ Q§:,~Qc;.= 
C~~~, can guarantee the success of the prole
tarian revolution! 

Alma 

(1) All quotations from Trotsky are taken 
from his 'History of the Russian Revolution', 
translated from the French. . 

Vie defend these basic "rCC-texts and 
recommend them to our readers (and to 
rCC-members). 

They can be ordered from the rcc, 
B1Yi Box 869 LONDON vJCIN 3XX, Great 
Britain 
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on the nature of the russian revolution 

DEBATES IN THE 

REVOLUTIONARY MILIEU 

This new book in English, Two Texts for De-
fi~iQg_ib§_~Q~~~Qi§i_ec~qr~_~~~--bY-LLM~~--~h; 
publishes the review l~~~I~§~lQ~§l ~QIr~§~Q~= 
~§Q£~ from Hong kong, deserves the considera
tion of serious revolutionaries. It is inten
ded to relaunch debate in the revolutionary 
milieu on the lessons of the October Revolu
tion. The two texts are "The Capitalist Nat
ure of the 'SocialIst' Countries" and 
"Russia: Revolution and Counter-Revolution 
1917-1921".(1) 

Why yet another return to the Russian revolu
tion of so long ago? All class conscious 
workers in the generations since the First 
World War have rightly devoted enormous eff
orts to understanding the repercussions of 
the great working class uprisings of the 
beginning of the 20th Century. The direct 
experience of proletarian revolution is of 
inestimable value to all workers who, as an 
exploited class under capitalism, are const
antly sUbjected to a barrage of bourgeois 
ideology and have little chance, outside of 
periods of open revolt, to grasp the nature 
of their collective social existence and true 
power. 

In the same way, the f§il~I§ of the revolu-
tiondry Wdve has indelibly marked our century 
and if this failure is not fully recognised 
and learned from, in terms that offer some 
hope of avoiding a repetition of massacre and 
betrayal, it is impossible to think that the 
working class will ever again allow itself to 
aspire to a revolutionary transformation. 

This book goes back to the basics of why the 
experience (in Russia at least) failed. This 
is especially important to stress at a time 
when most of the existing revolutionary mil
ieu is going Q§£~~§IQ§' not only unable to 
complete the work begun by the left communist 
movement of the 1920s, '30s and '40s (unab 1 e 
even to admit that this work needs comple
tion) but increasingly willing to accept the 
positions of the degenerating Third Interna
tional which doomed the first revolutionary 
wave. 

Much of what is interesting 
comes from the fact that 

in this 
it deals 

book 
with 

crucial controversial aspects of the Russian 

revolution in the form of a polemic with 
various groups and currents of thought today. 
This is all the more welcome because the 

Answer to LLMen 
crisis in the milieu tOday has not only blo
cked political exchange among groups due to 
sectarianism, it has made for confrontation 
of positions being written off with blase 
cyniCIsm as a 'dialogue of the deaf' 
which it therefore becomes. 

In this book, LLM provides an analysis of the 
degeneration of the Russian revolution while 
defending its origInal proletarian class 
nature. His rejection of the anarchist posi
tion on the revolution can be a valuable 
antidote for today's flight into 'libertar
ianism' by those unwilling to go beyond sim
ple-minded reactions. He deals with the int
ernal as well as 'external' causes for the 
Russian failure and examines the meaning of a 
socialist programme for the post-insurrec
tional period. Although LLM is by no means 
the first to discover these positions, they 
can always bear development and a fresh look. 
One point that has not often been developed 
in the revolutionary milieu, at least not 
this deeply, is his dissection and denuncia
tion of Chinese CP ideology. 

The many other interesting aspects of this 
book we leave to readers to examine. We would 
like to comment, however, on key areas in 
this work that defend what are, in our opin-
ion, grossly inadequate pOSitions WIth dang-
erous implications for the communist prog-
ramme: 

THE 

on the working class content 
proletarian dictatorship; 
on non-proletarian strata in the 
insurrectional period; 
on the economic programme of the 
of transition. 

of the 

post-

period 

CLASS CONTENT 'OF THE PROLETARIAN 
DICTATORSHIP 

One of the most obvious ploys of bourgeoiS 
ideology invites us to look at the Russian 
revolution and agree that 'when the workers 
were on top, they were just as bad as the 
capitalists' . 

In fact, from the day after the seizure of 
power by the soviets, from the point when a 

new state power began to be constructed, the 
~Q~~I of the working class as a class dictat
orship was undermined by a party dictatorship 
working through a new state machine, isolated 
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from the rest of the world proletariat by a 
world rent by war. 

How could this power have been undermined so 
effectively 'from within'? According to LLM, 
it is a question of a failure to enforce 'the 
Paris Commune principle'. 

"What would the Paris Commune principle be 
like when put into practice? Both Marx and 
Engels were decidedly vague on this; aside 
from stating the Q~~i~ of the principle as 
the power to delegate and recall f~Q~ 1~~ 
QQ11Q~ ~Q' they went no fur ther . " (p 231 ) 
"The process of the usurpation of the soviet 
system by a state machine which was appointed 
from the top down and divorced from the sov-
iet system (p 238) 

And then, we come to the second major 
development which destroyed the Paris Commune 
principle in the soviet state, namely, the 
abolition of the elective principle itself in 
the sov1et system." (p 240) 

But LLM fails to make clear that it is not an 
election principle in itself but the existen
ce of workers' counc1ls as the ~Qll~~1i~~ 
expression of a ~l§§§ (and not of individual 
worker/voters) which is the sine qua non of 
revolutionary organ1sation for victory. LLM 
writes exactly one line on this vital, coll
ective class phenomenon in Russia: "F"actory 
soviets seem to have fallen into disuse very 
early on and the territorial soviets of dep
uties constituted the basic building blocks 
of the soviet system." (p 227) 

Territorial soviets .were not workers' coun
cils. Territorial soviets were general coun
cils representing all of the pro-revolution
ary popUlation of a given geographiC area 
with workers given greater or lesser weight 
depending on the area and the balance of 
forces. These territorial soviets were indeed 
the building blocks of the new state adminis
tration 1n the period of transition but they 
were not the VOlce of a class conscious prol
etariat able to g~Q~Q !Qg~!~~~, lead1ng the 
battle for a communist program ~i1blQ any 
territorial or state organs and if necessary, 
~9~lD§1 1bg~· To blur the distinction between 
territorial councils and workers' councils is 
to make the proletariat into individual, 
atomised w6rkers 'voting' for officials. It 
is to drown the specific ~l~§~ content of the 
revolution just as surely as what happened in 
Russia. 

Without specifically workers' councils as the 
seat of power of the proletarian dictator
ship. 'councils' become reduced to the 'bott
oms' of some pyramid of government. LLM, for 
example, seems to find Ossinsky's suggestion 
to combine Sovnarkom (Council of People's 
Commissars) and the VTsIk (Soviet Central 
Executive Committee) a positive contribution 
when, in fact, it is merely a minor point 
linked to the peculiarities of the elaborate 
Russian bureaucracy. It does not address the 
fundamental issue. Nor could it, because at 
the time of the Russian revolution most revo
lutionaries who criticised the 'machine' 
swallowing up the revolution merely saw the 
need for better elections, less arrogant 
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executive committees or, at most, a sort of 
ouvrierist 'workers' control', much as LLM 
describes. 

LLM, who is so clear in his defense of wor
kers' councils in his polemic against the CWO 
and elsewhere in the book, fails to identify 
a vital class element of the defeat of the 
Russian revolution in the blurring of the 
meaning of territorial and workers' soviets. 
He does this not simply because he remains 
too caught up in all the details of the 
Russian bureaucratic specificities but be
cause the search for a 'Paris Commune princ
iple' is itself quixotic. The insigh'ts of 
Marx and Engels are our most valuable beacons 
but it is essentially in their method, as LLM 
would agree, that they left us their legacy. 
Trying to fit the future revolution into the 
letter of Marx and Engels' extrapolations 
from a heroic but doomed rebellion in one 
city in 1870s capitalism only looks like 
trying to find an easy way out of theoretical 
problems, a sort of 'back to the Bible' appr
oach. But it is precisely the ~Q§~D~~ of 
workers' councils in 1870, which could arise 
only in a capitalism ripe for the full con
tent of revolution, that makes any city gov
ernment 'Commune' prlnciple hopelessly inade
quate. No 'Commune' principle could prepare 
Lenin to face the problems of the period of 
transition for all his charming hopes of 
'cooks leading the government', etc. and it 
won't help LLM today. The theoretical chall
enge of the period of capitalist decadence 
must be faced head on with the need for new 
breakthroughs. 

Revolutionary marxists of the 1914-19 period 
were severely hampered by the slow decline of 
marxism under the aegis of the vulgar marxism 
characteristic of the Second International. 
Theory struggled to grasp the suddenness of 
the onset of decadence: the world war and the 
new tasks of revolutionaries in the world 
upheaval. Without a clear theoretical under
standing, the working class as a whole tried 
to learn day by day and workers did fight 
back in Russia against the loss of their 
power in what was supposed to be their own 
revolution, against its exploitation and 
victimisation by a party-state dictatorship. 
There were the Petrograd strikes in 1920-21 
and the K)-onstadt revolt. Here again, in 
practice as in theory, LLM in our view fails 
to make the fundamental issue clear. 

To him, Kronstadt can be understood ~Ql~ if 
we see ~~ig~~beDQ (or only if he has 'proved' 
beforehand) that the Russian state had degen
erated by 1921 into a bourgeois state.(2) 
Then, and only then, as a reflection of this 
change, and not because of anything inherent
ly proletarian about the strikes or Kron
stadt, can we see these strikes and uprisings 
as something to be supported (p 263 - 264); 

No-one is disputing that events must be seen 
in a global context in terms of a balance of 
forces between the classes. But according to 
LLM, what exactly made the Russian state 
bourgeois before Kronstadt? The answer seems 
to be an end to any real elections and the 
failure to implement another 'Paris Commune 
principle': the use of labour time vouchers 



in the economy. 

Revolutionaries may hold different positions 
on these two points but what can be more 
counter-revolutionary than slaughtering the 
working class? But no. For LLM, "only the 
preachers of the ICC sermonise that there 
should be no violence within the working 
class." (p 171, footnote) He rejects iQl~ 

principle entirely. In an absurd parallel, 
the most class conscious workers of the 
Russian revolution in Petrograd and Kron
stadt, the central core of the insurrection 
who later revolted against the degeneration 
of the revolution are compared to the bank 
clerks who went on strike against the soviets 
in 1917 - all to show that "the consciousness 
of workers is extremely heterogeneous" and 
therefore that workers may have to massacre 
each other for the revolution. What a strange 
echo of leninism's contempt for the working 
class to be coming from the pen of LLM. If we 
did not possess the hindsight to see that the 
Russian state was already degenerating, or if 
the state QeQ used labour vouchers for examp
le, or better voting practices, then appar
ently LLM would agree to settling differences 
over communist policy by slaughtering each 
other! 

LLM never actually allows that there can be 
strikes in the period of transition, strikes 
where workers defend themselves as workers 
(because classes will still exist even after 
the capitalist class is expropriated and we 
are trying to eliminate other classes) 
against mistaken policy decisions. In other 
words, strikes within the framework of the 
revolution and not the "bank clerks against 
the revolution" allover again. For LLM, 
~orkers under capitalism can presumably still 
strike but as soon as the workers' dictator
ship is created, they have to sign a no
strike pledge! 

If we all agree that capitalism cannot be 
eliminated by decree the day after the revol
ution, then how can we pretend that workers 
are going to find themselves in a 'paradise' 
where their immediate and historic interests 
are realised? On the contrary, there will be 
a struggle, a class struggle, against the 
vestiges of the old society. The struggle 
will be weighted in favour of the working 
class but it will still have to be fought, 
politically and economically, to defend the 
communist programme. 

But even if we felt that class struggle would 
pres;~t-no difficulties after the revolution, 
even if the issue of the state posed no 
problem, even if all you have to do is have 
good elections and labour vouchers, why 
should workers kill each other over issues of 
policy? Wouldn't revolutionaries rather de
fend the need to conserve the precious forces 
of the proletariat, defend the inviolability 
of the workers' councils, defend the idea 
that the working claSS must work together 
towards common goals and not backwards to 
bourgeois reality and ideology where you just 
bring· your guns and your goons to show who's 
boss? Bourgeois society is based on power 
relations. The proletariat is obliged to 
adopt power relations with other classes 

including the non-exploltlng ones. But within 
the proletariat itself, it cannot be a ques
tlon of power but of ~QD~~lQ~§Q~§2 and there
fore of convincing, Just as In relatIons 
between revolutionary groups of the proletar
iat. This IS the major principle of workers' 
councils and workers' democracy. Without it, 
the revoltuion is doomed because there can be 
no 'consciousness from the barrel of a gun'. 
This fundamental element of the proletarian 
dictatorship LLM's long development on the 
Russian Revolution Ignores. 

1'111-: (:APITAUST 
NATlIIU·: 01' '1'111': 

·"~OCIAI.IS'l''' 
COliNTlIII'.S: A 

l'(lI.1'1'1(:()·E!:()N()MI<: 
ANAI.YSI.~ 

ItliSSIA: 
IWVOUITION AND 

COlINTI!II-IIEVOI.IITI()N 
(1917-1911 ) 

LLM's position IS far from the clarity expre
ssed in the Italian Left in exile in the 
1930s: 
"The problem is posed this way: if, faced 
with a mutiny pro~uced by famine, the prolet
ariat has recourse to the same metMods as a 
bourgeois state, it transforms itself, it 
betrays itself, its substance becomes bour
geoIs. 

"That's the way the problem is posed for us. 
Things happened in a proletarian sector lead
ing to a struggle against the proletarian 
state (and we are even prepared to concede 
that they were the unwitting victims of enemy 
manoeuvres). How should we react to this? BY 
STARTING FROM THE PRINCIPLE THAT SOCIALISM 
CANNOT BE IMPOSED ON THE PROLETARIAT BY FORCE 
AND VIOLENCE. It would have been better to 
lose Kronstadt than to keep it as a geograph
ic entity when in fact this victory could 
have only one result: to alter the very bas
is, the substance of the proletariat's revol
utionary action." 

(Vercesi in Q~1Q~[~' March 1938, 
Question of the State'. Q£iQQ[~ was 
successor to the publication ~il~D.) 

THE NATURE OF POST-REVOLUTIONARY SOCIETY 

'The 
the 

It is ironic that if LLM does not understand 
the meaning of revolutionary solidarity with
in the working class and the need to extir
pate relations of force among workers, he 
does not seem to be able to elucidate rela-
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tions between the working class and other 
non-exploiting social strata any better. 

In discussing the peasantry in the Russian 
revolution, LLM asserts that: "When peasants 
did vote in soviet elections, they voted for 
'nominal SRs', i.e. peasant activists identi
fying themselves with the Socialist Revolu
tionary Party. At the village and district 
level, the peasants had no political progr
amme at all. All they were concerned with was 
the land question." (p 91 - 92) And again: 
(The peasants resisted grain requisitions 
when they came from the SRs as much as when 
they came from other parties.) "This illustr
ates clearly the non-political (in the sense 
of having no political programme or at least 
no independent political programme) nature of 
the peasants' struggle." (p 92) 

It is absurd to accuse the peasants of being 
'non-political' when, in fact, obtaining land 
~~2 their political programme in defense of 
their class interests. What is 'politics' 
(and in this sense, the revolutionary move
ment of the class conscious proletariat will 
mark the beginning of the end of 'politics') 
if not the ideological expression of the 
needs of a SOCiety divided into antagonistic 
class interests. Although the peasantry and 
other petty bourgeois strata have no viable 
future as classes, they are not, nor really 
can they ever be, 'non-political'. It is hard 
to see what LLM wishes to make of all this 
until we l-ead: "Not only will this (making 
every attempt to overthrow the workers' dic
tatorship) apply to the bourgeoisie; all the 
other social classes/strata will also resistl 
sabotage the workers' dictatorship actively 
or passively." (p 216) He refers to these 
classes as "reactionary and counter-revolu
tionary classes." (p 118) 

It is absolutely true that Lenin's idea of a 
'dictatorship of workers and peasants' was a 
complete error. The left communists were 
right in claiming that ~Ql~ the working class 
could exercise the dictatorship since only 
they were the bearers of the social relations 
of communism, only they had a class interest 
in the elimination of private property. But 
this does not mean that other non-exploiting 
strata of the population, impoverished and 
ground down by the decadence of capitalism, 
will not have a sincere and active anti
capitalist revulsion against the capitalist 
class and sympathy for the revolution. With 
the proletariat a minority everywhere in the 
world, if this sympathy does not appear in a 
significant proportion, we are surely headed 
for disaster. 

This active sympathy with the revolution 
insofar as it eliminates capitalism will have 
to be taken into account in the representa
tion in the territorial soviets. Why else 
will these territorial organs exist? LLM has 
a completely contradictory attitude towards 
this issue. At certain points in the book he 
insists that these "reactionary and counter
revolutionary strata" must be stripped of all 
rights; at other points in the discussion of 
the Russian revolution, he sees these terri
torial soviets as the basis for the state. 
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The justification for excluding these strata 
from all participation in the period of tran
sition (until such point as they are all 
proletarianised) on the grounds that they are 
'non-political' does not hold water. In many 
ways, LLM appears to be trapped in a 19th 
century world that no longer exists. The 
lessons he draws from the pea?antry in Russia 
are referred to as if capitalism had not 
effected any changes since then. For LLM the 
non-socialised sector is mainly the peasantry 
but he also makes a reference to the "petty
bourgeoisie, the intellectuals, the salariat 
and the churches" (p 216). While we do not 
know what he means by the salariat (a French 
word for the working class) or by the idea of 
churches constituting 'strata' of the popula
tion, the classic shopkeepers and artisans 
have long since ceased to influence the soc
ial structure of capitalism and the 'intell
ectuals' have disappeared in favour of the 
bureaucratic elites running state capitalism 
(drawn from the grandes ~coles or Harvard Law 
School or similar institutions in every coun
try). The third world is full of landless, 
jobless, poverty-striken urban masses which 
capitalism can no longer proletarianise, 
victims of famine, disease and war. Moreover, 
the centres of capitalism are full of workers 
and middle strata doing work that socialism 
does not want (insurance, banks, etc) on a 

scale unknown in 19th century capitalism. All 
of this highlights the new questions faCing 
the working class in its relation to post
revolutionary society, questions that LLM 
seems unaware of in his rather simplistic 
view of 'the proletariat versus the reaction
ary peasantry'. 

Moreover, underlying his conception of the 
balance of forces in the period of transi
tion, is a vulgar ma~xist view of the state 
as merely the executive committee of the 
ruling class, a conception incapable of ex
plaining the development of state capitalism 
as we know it today and incapable of acting 
as a guide to the dangers of the future state 
in the period of transition. 

THE ECONOMICS OF THE PERIOD OF TRANSITION 

What would be the content of the communist 
programme to change social relations in the 
perod of transition once the capitalist class 
has been expropriated by the revolutionary 
councils? LLM devotes a great deal of space 
in this book to the defence of labour time 
vouchers, an idea explored by Marx and Engels 
in the ~[i1igy~ Qf 1b~ §Q1b~ E[Qg[~mm§. LLM's 
elaboration on th~s theme is, in fact, the 
same development as the German left made in 
the 1920s and '30s. Apparently without know
ing it, LLM has baSically repe~ted the concl
usions of.J. Appel's EYDQ§m§D1~1 E[iD~lHl~~ 
Qf kQmmYD!~1 E[QQ~f1iQD 2D9 Qi§~[i~~1iQD' 

According to LLM, "the institutionalisation 
of the labour time voucher system abolishes 
money at the same time as it abolishes val-
ue ll

• (p 139 - 140) It does not. Briefly, 
according to this scheme (aside from calcula
tions involving resources for production), a 
worker is paid for every hour he works, less 
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a certain global deduction for the old, the 
sick, etc. It is true that surplus value 
would be eliminated and labour power would no 
longer be a commodity but value would still 
exist because consumption is linked to how 
much labour a worker individually contrib
utes. Value is not abolished until 'to each 
according to his needs' is established. 

LLM does not see this because to 
real abolition of value - 'to each 
to his needs' - is only a "logical 
ity" but "obviously no SOCiety can 
on such a method of production." (p 
wonders what communism i§ for LLM, 
are all fighting for? 

him, the 
according 
possibil-

be baseo 
22) One 
what we 

The labour voucher system tends to hide the 
reality of continued value production and is 
therefore dangerous. Socialism cannot be 
established overnight but the working class 
can never afford to fool itself on pain of 
losing the struggle entirely. Nor can it 
afford to forget its true goals, no matter 
how beautiful the accounting system. 

Whatever the uses of direct labour time as a 
calculation in production, as a remuneration 
for the working class, its emphasis on the 
individual worker getting 'a fair share for a 
fair day's work' sort of mentality, is polit
ically backward enough to disqualify it even 
as a 'first step' along the road. Labour has 
already been to some extent collectivised by 
the state capitalist era. Unlike the early 
days of the system, it could well be imposs
ible today to calculate each individual's 
labour time. Is it, in fact, necessary? 

In the period of transition, the working 
class will be forging its dictatorship as a 
collective entity. ~hy should we perpetuate 
the 'indIvidual' in terms of the goods a 
worker receives being determined by the work 
he individually furnishes? Individual expr
ession, dissent and development can and must 
flourish under socialism but not the 'indiv
idualism' of a voucher slip for one worker'S 
family as opposed to another's. There are 
other possibilities. For example, why not, as 
far as posssible, deal within the proletarian 
sector as equals, dividing up what is prod
uced through distibution at workplaces. After 
the immediate expropriation of the capitalist 
class and the socialisation of large-scale 
industry, what is plentiful can be freely 
available, transportation, communication, 
hOUSing socialised and what is scarce will 
have to be rationed. 'Equality' is not socia
lism either but it is indeed farther along 
the line to sl~~~ solidarity than the voucher 
system. 

LLM ridicules this as mere 'rationing' (see 
polemic with the ICC, A. Buick, etc) but 
rationing would be just as necessary with or 
without labour vouchers unless LLM predicts 
immediate abundance. He also ridicules the 
idea of emphasising the purpose of production 
as an element in the movement towards social
ism. This is dangerous. We are going to be 
forced to consider this issue since capital
ism has created vast economic sectors that 
are of no use to socialism. Also, the commun-

ist programme can never become a reality if 
the purpose of productiion does not change to 
suit the historic but also the immediate 
interests of the proletariat as expressed by 
the decisions in the workers' councils. 

In sum, labour vouchers will not be socialism 
even if the entire world uses them, much less 
an isolated country as LLM seems to envisage. 

The voucher system is a subject of debate 
among revolutionaries and this article merely 
tries to articulate one possible alternative. 
But in his treatment of a revolution isolated 
from the rest of the proletariat, LLM raises 
issues of grave principle and comes danger
o'usly close to an apology for the possibility 
of socialism in one country. 

According to LLM, the ICC has invented a 
'myth' saying there is a link between the 
revolution not spreading, finding itself 
isolated and then falling into the theory 
(and/or practice) of 'socialism in one coun
try'. (p 147) He claims this 'myth' is a 
product of Luxemburg's analysis of the crisis 
in capitalism but he completely fails to 
sustain this allegation in a particularly 
incoherent passage in an otherwise very clear 
book. In any case, he concludes: "There is no 
reason why the law of value cannot be abol
ished within one country IF it is.1. baSic
ally self-sufficient resource-wise and 2. 
able to maintain total economic isolation 
from the capitalist world economy (the perm
issibility of tactical barter has been men
tioned already. The reason why socialism 
cannot be built in a single country or a 
group of countries independently is because 
imperialism renders the second 'if' imposs
ible." (p 147) 

It is true that LLM corrects some unfortunate 
formulations in ICC texts, some written by 
present members of IP, including the fact 
that the world market is created by the law 
of value and not vice versa. But the world 
economy exists and that is why socialism is a 

possibIlity and a necessity only on a world 
scale. The extreme interdependence of the 
world market and the productive forces makes 
it impossible for point (1) to exist anywhere 
in the world today. Even revolutionary Russia 
was starving although LLM 'solves' that theo
retical dilemma of self-sufficiency by stat
ing that the Red Cross economic aid given to 
Russia against the famine "was not an econom
ic category"! (p 268) As for barter as a 
tactical solution, no one can engage in bar
ter and still claim to be abolishing the law 
of value no matter how necessary the barter 
is. In short, if we understand LLM's reason
ing, the capitalist class and the capitalist 
system is international and wo~ldwide. not 
tolerating breaks in its sway, but socialism 
is not. It could exist quite nicely thank you 
if the imperialists would just stay out. 

Because socialism will be international or it 
will not be anything at all. the §Q~§~Q of 
the revolutionary victory is a major priority 
of the programme. To LLM, this seems to be 
poses as a 'military' question as though he 
has let himself be imprisoned once again by 
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the limits of the Russian experience. He 
seems to use as a model the Bolshviks' ill
fated plan to send an army to march on Poland 
to 'raise the workers' by force. In fact, 
this expedition expressed a complete misread
ing of the meaning of the need to spread a 
movement or a revolution; it was a 'short
cut'of disastrous proportions both 'militar
ily' and in terms of working class conscious
ness. 

Finally, the author fails to see the inevit
able link between an isolated revolution and 
failure (or the counter-revolutionary danger 
of the theory of socialism in one country) 
because of his very conception of socialism. 
"Expropriation of industry and, where poss
ible, agriculture and their nationalisation 
dustry and agriculture." (p 138) In short, if 
socialism is just nationalisation plus labour 
vouchers then, indeed, once you have decreed 
a formal end to money you can pretend to have 
socialism in one country! 'Nationalisation', 
even as a shorthand term (for what?), is a 
strange choice of words for a communist to
day. Can there be socialisation in one na
tion, through nationalisation? The real dan
ger of these conceptions is that state capit
alism too can so distort the law of value in 

isolated areas of 'nationalisation' that 
state capitalism can once again, as in 
Russia, be mistaken for the socialist progr
amme by those revolutionaries who do not 
realise that socialism is first and foremost 
international or it is nothing. 

CONCLUSION 

One of the reasons for the defects in the 
argumentation in this book and the positions 
defended can be traced to the weakness of the 
revolutionary milieu itself. The debates have 
advanced little in more than ten years. If 
anything, the climate of debate has worsened 
with the crisis in the revolutionary milieu. 
Instead of clarification or even confronta
tion of positions, the milieu has too often 
just gone backwards from the debates of the 
early '70s to the stale and sterile slogans 
of leninism - first the CWO and now the ICC. 

Unfortunately, LLM remains locked in the 
confines of the debates of years ago; in the 
almost total emphasis on Russia rather than 
the context of the rest of the revolutionary 
wave. Also, he seems to suffer from a viscer
al hatred of the ICC that is very disquieting 
in the sense that it seems to adversely aff
ect his judgement in favour of point scoring 
and spite. This is all the more pity because 
in view of the ICC's degeneration, his jousts 
with the ICC as it was ten years ago make it 
seem that he is in a war behind the times. 

LLM is correct to note a strain of anti
theory even years ago in the ICC as a back
drop to today's degeneration. But today, the 
ICC has not only retreated back to the lenin
ist &ichotomy on class consciousness and to 
the Bolsheviks as 'our models', but has chan
ged its platform position on the f.irst revo
lutionary wave and the degeneration of the 
Communist Parties. The ICC has turned its 
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back on its own heritage and replaced theory 
by dogma and self-serving mouthings. The ICC 
is only one example of this crisis in the 
revolutionary milieu. 

In many ways, this book is written from a 
point of departure in the past. What it lacks 
is an explicit awareness of the limitations 
of the Russian experience itself, an aware
ness of ~ow the decadence of capitalism has 
evolved since then, and of the limitations of 
a war period; an awareness of the limits of 
any Paris Commune principle. Without this,it 
is no wonder that the author fails to defend 
the fundamentals of the working class dictat
orship or to see the dimensions of the dil
emma posed by the state and the economic 
transformation in the period of transition. 

But let's face the situation squarely: these 
issues raise more quest~ons than they answer. 
No one current of thought has the 'solution'; 
the issues are too complex and afford few 
certainties. There has to be a great deal 
more work done. 

The revolutionary generations were decimated 
by the counter-revolution and the communist 
left was handicapped not only by the counter
revol~tion and war but by the enormity of the 
theoretical overhaul required to explain the 
failure of the revolutionary wave. The essen
tials of this task were undertaken then and 
our work today would be impossible without 
this contribution. But these often scattered 
insights remain to be clarified and developed 
by our generation. Unfortunately, the post
'68 revolutionary milieu has basically turned 
away from this work in the past decade in 
favour of organisation-building and sectarian 
isolation. 

This book only underlines the fact that vital 
work is still to be done in the confrontation 
of positions on the meaning of the socialist 
revolution. 

JA 

1. This book is available from 
International Correspondence, P.O. Box ~~007, 
Shaukeiwan Post Office, Hong Kong. We in IP 
can mail you a copy for $5/£4 plus mailing. 
All proceeds go to Hong Kong. 

2. LLM seems to have got caught in the 
'date debate' over Kronstadt. This debate 
arose in the mid-'70s between the CWO and the 
ICC among others. This debate had one practi
cal outcome: the CWO found in it a reason, at 
the time, to reject regroupment with the ICC 

(the ICC being in their opinion 'counter
revolutionary' for saying that the Kronstadt 
massacre did not yet definitively condemn the 
entire revolutionary wave and the Interna
tional). Several years later the CWO joined 
the PCl (Battaglia Comunista) which has a 
truly leninist post ion on the revolution! 

LLM, 
ICC 
then 

although he vociferously condemns the 
position of the time and sides with the 
CWO position, he himself seems unable to 



really make up his mind. 

"The crush i ng of the Kronstad t upr is i flg mar
ked the ~DQ of the degeneration process. If a 
renewed revolutionary wave had occ~rred in 
Europe, the situation in Russia ~igbi b~~~ 

9~~D r:::~~~r:::§~Q." (p 128, our emphasis) 

"By March 1921, the Russian state and the 
Bolsheviks had become completely bourgeois." 
(p 203) 

"Had the German revolution been victorious, 
that would certainly have had a positive 
effect on the Russian revolution's develop
ment. But whether or not the degeneration 
process could have ben arrested or even rev
ersed is open to serious doubt." (p 277) 

If the degeneration process had definitively 
'ended', then it makes no sense to speculate 
on whether 'the process could have been rever
sed (by the bourgeoisie turning into the 
proletariat?). If the degeneration process 

CORRESPONDENCE 

was not completed yet, then the bourgeoisie 
was not completely in contol and the interna
tional context LLM ridicules when he talks 
about others must come into play. 

On violence in the working class, LLM justif
ies his contempt for the positon of no viol
ence within the working class by the fact 
that the ICC used Kronstadt to become aware 
of this issue. This is hardly unusual as it 
took much the same form in Vercesi's docu
ments for Octobre in the '30s. But LLM has 
avoided all-thi~-difficulty about Kronstadt; 
to him, the fight was between the bourgeois 
Russian state and the workers. Unfortunately, 
the original protagonists did not have this 
~indsight. LLM uses this talmudic logic to 
dismiss the entire issue even for the future 
saying essentially that if the government is 
(;0 be labelled 'proletarian' then it's OK if 

they massacre other workers. If their label is 
'bourgeois', then the workers are right to 
resist. The important thing is to keep the 
scorecards correct l 

COLLECTIVE and INDIVIDUAL 

CONSCIOUSNESS 

In IP#4 and 5. we published an article 
clarifying and developing oor conception of 
class consciousness. A~ we then explAined. 
the question of class consciouness Is a 
central one for revolutiondrie:' ... O[l<' which 
has always generated sharp disagreements. and 
which is at the heart of the regressions of 
the current revolutionary milieu. We return 
t.O this quest.ion wit.h the following pxc('rpt. 
from a letter by a sympathizer. which if It 
does not pertain to t.h~ core of thj~ issue. 
nonetheless raises d very interesting point 
whi~h has rarely been discussed: the relation 
between individual consciousness and class 
consciousness. The letter is a critique of 
the first part of our article on class 
consclo~5ness which appeared in IP#4. 

LETTER OF ,J. B . 

This is a good article, well written. in a 
sober style. with neither verbosity nor 
pathos. It immediately gets to the heart of 
the matter, and to a global view; it's 
theoretical without being philosophically 
nebulous. It certainly demands reflection. 
There is one point, however, with which I 
squarely disagree: the tendency. on p.19 -
20. to oppose individual and class. 
Appearences notwithstanding. this part of the 
article does not follow the logic of the 
preceeding parts, and seems to me to be 
closer to Lukacs' Leninism. It's no 

coincidence that the part of the article that 
I am crilic:izinq quote!, mainly LUl<clC:~; ,,11(1 not 
Marx, while previously both were ~ited. 

The individual in contrast tu th0 cla~s j5 

tt'e-3.ted ,J,:3 ,-3tl ~:'5:=,entialll' .3tomized ,)nd 
a.lienatcd being. In Lukacs. the ideOlogical 
framework for this conception can be clearly 
:5('('[1. For him. It's c1n ('xten~3i(ln of the ide,~ 
that man (the "species") is essentially 0 

myt.h: The i nd i 'i i d".dl .... ,.'.[) ne ver be the 
measure of things. because the individual 
necessarily fdces objective reality. the 
totality of congealed things which he finds 
preexisting. completed and unchangeable, with 
respect to which he can only make a 
!;~biect.ive judgement of reco,)niLion or 
refusal. Only the class (not the "species", 

which is only a contemplative. stylized, 
individual. transformed Into a myth) can 
relate to the totality of re.31 ity in a 
practical and revolutiona~y manner.« 

These CUllC'~·[)I.:.'. ,-,xc ·-'.lien to Maxxism. The 
first 15 a divlnizatlon of the collectivity. 
which fails to take into account the relation 
between a whole and its parts. 

THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE COLLECTIVITY 

It's true that the individual's essence is 
his social character. But it is as an 
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individual that he is social. The individual 
- society opposition serves only to remove 
individual ,phenomena from their social 
context. "The individual is a social Q~i!}g. 
The manifestation of his IT1e--:-;;;~ if It 
doesn't appear in the immediate form of ~ 
collective manifestation of life. 
accomplished together and simultaneously with 
others -- therefore is a manifestation and an 
affirmation of social life." (Marx, Paris 
Manuscripts of 1844) 

The individual - collectivity opposition does 
not permit a global view of reality. Quite 
the contrary! By taking the individual out of 
his context, it gives up on any explanation. 
That is the case for all ideologies, which 
content themselves with qualifying concrete 
and particular phenomena as specific cases. 
eKceptlons to the t'\lie, abo\.Jt whIch i.h'_'ic 
phllo50phJc systems have nothing to say. 

It's tnJe that the indivic:hF),l realize::, 
himself, develops himself, through his social 
relations, and that consciousness can only be 
conceived as a social consciousness. of a 
collectivity. But the very logic of Lukacs 
consists in identifying the individual with 
the alienated and atomized being of class 
society, and to deny that the same problem is 
posed for collectivities. The dangerous 
Implications of this,method appear when the 
article defines collective consciousness as a 
qualitative leap made by a collectivity "in 
opposition to all the Ideological prejudices 
subsisting in the heads of the individual 
workers". If there was a real opposition 
between ideology and consclousnes8. 
individual consciousness would also be 
transformed, the individual prejudices 
encroached upon too. Indeed, during the 
reflux of a struqgle, prejudices reappear In 
the collectiviti and not simply in the 
individual workers when they go home after 
work. And then consciousness only subsists in 
atomized individual workers and in organized 
minorities. "in opposition" to what the 
masses do and think. 

Without the consciousness of individual 
workers. collective consciousness becomes a 
myth -- one which Is widespread. Because the 
transformation of consciousness necessary to 
bring about a revolution is so enormous, it 
maKes one hesitate, and, faced with the 
obvious insufficiencies, one is tempted to 
put one's faith in the greater collectivity 
which will resolve everything. In the 
struggle, the consciousness of individu~d 
workers must change. And, indeed that 
happens. Even after a struggle, workers are 
surprised how they changed from decent law -
abiding citizens into rebels. Even the crisis 
transforms individuals. But it is above all 
in the struggle that one finds scores of 
examples of how individual and collective 
prejudices are left behind. We have only to 
think of the decisive role played suddenly by 
women In all great struggles (Russia, 1917, 
Poland, 1980). Indeed, the article itself 
~oinl~ out that in the struggle, the 
individual workers are often ·surprised by 
what they are capable of together". That is 
already the overcominq of an essential 
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prejudice on which all the others are based, 
and it is only to the degree that the 
struggle can still go into a reflux, that it 
can be said that workers maintain (or dont 
eliminate) all the "rubbish of prejudices" 
mentioned in the article. 

It's often said that the collectivity is not 
the sum of individuals. B\lt that means, . not 
that the ~heer number can compensate for the 
shortcomings of the individuals, but that the 
lnl~~~£li£n Q~l~~~n lb~ ln91Y19~el~ in d 
collectivity produces something qualitatively 
greater than what the number of atomized and 
powerless individuals represent. However, the 
opposite is also true: yhe collective 
stupidity is worse than the sum of 
stupidities of all the atomized individuals. 

The illusions of the ICC on trade unionS 
demonstrations are typical of the 
collectivist Ideology, which hides all 
problems by identifying them with the 
supposed shortcomings of individuals, while 
the mass, the sum of atomized individuals, is 
capable of miracles. The fact t~at 
demonstrators generally feel like powerle~s, 
atomized, individuals, is not due to their 
character as particular individuals. The 
whole crowd is controlled by the unions. They 
bring together, ."unite" all the individual 
workers. all the sectors. while really 
isolating them from one another at the same 
time. But in the crowd, the ICC sees only the 
COmi[l') to(J,-,I~h,-,t·_: it doesn't see the 
atomization, because it wont see that It's a 
tightly controlled coming together. Or 
rather, it pretends not to see thfs. Because 
it does see the ocean of trade union banners, 
which" are the ~ole public for its speeches, 
as IP# 6 makes clear. But it clings to its 
illusion that the mass is always 
qualitatively superior to the individual 
everywhere workers are assembled; that it's 
the ·particular individua.l who is isolated, 
who is only a contingent particular case, and 
never the mass of individuals, the mass 
unified in its powerlessness. 

On the level of political organization. this 
linear view of the collectivity which 
resolves everything can be seen in a slide 
towards unanimity which gives a false 
impression of a healthy collectivity. This 
tendency is very pronounced in the whole 
evolution of the ICC Into degeneration. In 
its analysis of its own evolution as well as 
that of society as a whole, it less and less 
understands that a whole is composed of 
different parts, that the consciousness of 
the collc~Livity ~~n be verified in its 
parts, and that individuals can raise 
questions having a general scope. Regarding 
all the weaknesses of the class, this view 
consoles itself by seeing them as merely 
"punctual". All its own weaknesses are 
"local", and all criticism of its own errors 
treated as anecdotal or the product of the 
vanity of the militants who voiced them. 

Since 1981, the ICC has justified Its 
indifference to political problems raised by 
dissident individuals by saying that the 
organization is not composed of individuals 
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and does not exist for the personal 
satisfaction of individuals. Just as the 
Dutch C.P. did to Gorter', it branded its 
dissidents as individualists simply because 
they were alone in making themselves 
spokespersons fo divergences which exist in 
the whole milieu. Far from putting 
individualism into question these reactions 
perpetuate them in the same way as bourgeois 
ideology in general. They accept as "natural" 

as does economic liberalism -- that when 
an individual asserts himself this can only 
be for his personal satisfaction and in 
competition with other individuals. This is 
an essential aspect of the dominant ideology, 
since capitalism is by definition based on 
competition.What's specific to its decadent 
phase is that this competition takes place 
much more between states and that the 
capitalist identifies himself much more with 
the state and its military apparatus. This 
explains the importance in our epoch of what 
is seemingly opposed to liberalism 
(individualism): collectivi~m. It'~ the ~ult 
of the mob, passively controlled by the 
state, which itself pretends to represent 
"the community" and to resolve all 
contradictions and reconcile all the opposing 
interests of the classes and of competing 
factions of the ruling class. This 
collectivism can be red or fascist, it little 
matters, since it leads in the same 
direction: the militarization of society in 
the interest of military competition between 
states. In any case, it has nothing to do 
with communism, which sweeps away all false 
opposition~ between collectivity and 
individual, between the "general interest" 
and personal preoccupations. Only communism 
can achieve this, because only communism does 
not mean "owner", "competitor" when it says 
"individual", or "a mob mobilized to 
slaughter the competitors troops" when it 
says ·community· 

To this we could add that communism does not 
think in psychological terms, either about 
the masses or individuals. Lukacs correctly 
insists on both aspects: class 
consciousness is identical with neither the 
psychological consciousness of the individual 
members of the proletariat nor with the 
(mass-psychological) consciouness of the 
proletariat as a whole."(IPI4, p. 19) 
Psychology is a dissection which separates 
thinking from its practical implications, 
from conscious activity. Consciousness is 

neither the sum nor the average of what 

is thought or felt by the single individuals 
Nho make up the class"(ibid., p. 19-20), but 
~either is it what the masses feel as a 
totality. It is what the mass ~§ ~ fl~§§ 
thinks and does as it confronts reality. This 
i~--~~ith~r--a- sum nor an average, being 
superior to both, though what the individual 
worker thinks and does is extremely 
important. Otherwise there would be no 
interaction, no cooperation. Class solidarity 
is a concrete solidarity between concrete, 
individual workers. Otherwise it's the 
abstract verbiage of the leaders of 
disciplined troops who end up slaughtering 
all "the individuals who make up the class 
olle by olle" until no one is left. 

26 
SPECIES AND CLASS 

In the end, Lukacs says that "the species ... 
is nothing but the contemplative, stylized 
individual transformed into myth", in 
contrast to a class. Once again, one wonders 
why he presents the species as a collective 
individual. For bourgeois humanism, the myth 
~f--~~a~~-corresponds to a type which suits a 
class need. This type can be represented by 
an individual. say a Salvador Allende, but 
then the individual only represents the 
virtues of the bourgeois state. Nevertheless, 
the goal of the activity of our class Is the 
realization of man, by putting an end to the 
domination of economic forces and the class 
antagonisms resulting from it. Moreover, 
Lukacs' view is that of man in class society, 
not in communism; it is that of the 
essentially isolated and alienated 
individual. 

If the view of man is not linked to the 
perspective of communism, communism will 
never exist. The contradiction between human 
needs and economic laws, between a human 
community and a society regulated by the law 
of profit will never be understood. 

The bourgeois view of "man" is a prisoner of 
capital. For the right, competition, commerce 
and the accumulation of capital are natural 
human needs. For the psychologists, the 
Individual Is an owner, mainly preoccupied 
with his store, while others only exist as 
competitors. For Stalinism. as for Lukacs, 
the individual is essentially isolated and 
the human essence does not exist. After all, 

it's because human needs dont exist for 
them,that the only thing which does exist is 
leftist-style austerity in the service of the 
economy, of the state, so as to procure the 
hard currency necessary to wage war and 
strengthen repression. 

Marx does not deny the human essence. He says 
that it's something social and political 
which is formed through history, but he 
doesn't deny it:" Feuerbach resolves the 
essence of religion into the essence of man. 
But the essence of man is no abstraction 
inherent in each single individual. In its 
reality it is the ensemble of the social 
relations. FeuecbQch, whu does not enter upon 
a criticism of this real essence, is hence 
obliged: 1. To abstract from the historical 
process and to define the religious 
sentimentregarded by itself, and to 
presuppose an abstract -- isolated -- human 
Individual. 2. The essence of man, therefore, 
can with him be regarded only as "species", 
as an inner, mute, general character which 
unites the many individuals only 10 § 0§1~~~1 
!~I".(Marx,Theses On Feuerbach, 16) 

So. we can see that for Marx, it's in the 
first place the individuality which I:; J 

myth; and that he reproaches Feuerbach for 
not seeing man as developing through history, 
through the critique of society. 

J.B. 
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OUR COMMENTS 

We wholeheartedly agree with JB's comments on 
the social character of the individual, on 
the non-separation of the individual and 
society, and threrefore also on the danger of 
glorifying the collectivity as opposed to 
individuals. As JB reminds us, these points 
were also Marx's and they were implicit in 
our article on class consciousness. 

But we went wrong, so JB assert:.;, wher',' we 
started talking about class consciousness aE 
a totality in contrast to the individual 
consciousness of workers. However, here JE 
seems to have misunderstood what we wrote anc 
attributes positions to us that we do not 
defend. To reproach us for separatlns 
individual and society, he uses in the first 
place a quote from Lukacs. In quoting Lukacs 
repeatedly. we wanted to build on an 
important theoretical contribuiion in the 
workers movement on the question of class 
consciousness. That does not mean t.h ... d. '",: 
subscribe to the whole of Lukacs' position, 
any more than citing Pannekoek means agreeing 
with his conclusions on Lenin and the 
Bolsheviks. Citing a penetrating formulation 
of a revolutionary should never mean taking 
all of his sayings or 'writings as the 
revealed Word -- a point we explicitly made 
in regard to Lukacs. One point that Lukacs 
made particularly clear in his tli§!Qry all9 
Class Consciousness, is the nature of class 
~o~s~i~~=~~==-~=-~-totality. In so doing, he 
often uses the opposition between the 
viewpoint of the totality which is present 
potentially in the class, and the immediate, 
false viewpoint of the isolated individual of 
bourgeois society. True, in the citation 
denounced by JB, Lukacs seems to be talking 
about the individual ill g!ll!r~!, who "can 
never become the measure of things" and who 
"necessarily faces an objective reality". But 
we must remember the context of this 
quotation, a passage In which Lukacs 
criticizes the humanist utopianism of 
revolutionary sects, which take the 
Individual as the starting point of their 
social critique. It is in this sense that 
Lukacs' critique is fundamentally correct, 
inasmuch as it is directed against the 
individual as "the measure of things", the 
"free" individual, abstract as an individual 
separated from the other indiViduals, as he 
is produced by the 'free competition" of 
bourgeois society. It is a question here of a 
fundamental point of Marxism, which has 
always opposed the g!~2§struggle to dll the 
advocates of "individual revolt" and of the 
many partial struggles -- not because it 
accepts the oppression of individuals or 
social minorities but because this oppression 
can only be aboliShed by the revolutionary 
acti~n of the proletariat as a class. In 
doing this, Marxism ,does not oppose 
individual to class: it situates the 
individual in another collectivity, in 
another perspective. The liberation of the 
proletariat means the lIberation of all 
aanklnd. of the hum~n individual. Therefore, 
the coming to consciousness of the 
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proletariat also means the coming to 
consciousness of the individual. It's clear 
that the Lukacs quote could not pertain to 
communism, because the individual liberated 
in communism will be actively engaged In the 
conscious transformation of the world and 
will no longer be isolated vis a vis the 
ensemble of social relations whose weight he 
must bear. If it's true that the citation in 
question contains some ambiguity, it seems to 
us gravely mist"d';':;n -- given the context 
to attribute to Lukacs the opposite opinion. 
In any case, we made it clear that we were 
talking about "individuals isolated in civil 
society" . 

Similarly, when Lukacs rejects "the species" 
as the subject of revolutionary action, he is 
again criticizing the bourgeois-humanist idea 
of the species as an abstraction of the 
average individual, which in bourgeois 
ideology is nothing but a myth to mask ciass 
antagonisms -- just as in the same way, Marx, 
in the Theses On Feuerbach cited by JB, 
criticizes the notion of "kind" so dear to 
humanism. Again, in this sense, Lukacs' 
critique is correct, without implying -- for 
us at least (remember the Lukacs quote is 
ambiguous on this point) -- the negation of 
the biological and historical reality of the 
human species. So. when JB says about Lukacs 
that his vision of man is one "of class 
society. not of communism", and one of "the 
individual as essentially isolated and 
alienated", he is right insofar as these 
quotes are concerned, because it is p~ecisely 
against this individual that LukdC~' crlLlque 
is directed. 

We are not trying to say that Lukacs was 
perfectly clear on this problem. He was not 
at all, as his Leninist concept of the role 
of the party testifies. Nevertheless, the 
root of that conception lies not so much in 
his view of th individual vis a vis the 
collectivity as such, but more fundamentally 
in the influence of ideal ist phi 10sop\1y on 
this approach. In particular, this prevented 
him from understanding the material, economic 
foundation of the antagonism bp.twep.n 
proleta~iat and capital .. At the root of hi~ 

conception there is the idea that: the 
Objective reality of social being is, in its 
immediate appearance, 'the same' for the 
proletariat and the bourgeoisie. But that 
doesn~t prevent !b~ §~!~111~ ~2!~g2rl~§ 21 
!!l!!H~HQ!1 
thrQugh which the two classes raise this 
immediate appearance to consciousness, 
through which the simply immediate reality 
becomes for both objective reality, from. 
being necessarily fundamentally different, as 
a result of the differences of the situati~n 
of the two classes in the 'same' economic 
process."(History And Class Consciousness) To 
pretend that the imMedIate reality is "the 
same" (Lukacs still felt obliged to put that 
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in quotation marks) for the proletariat and 
the bourgeoisie is in total contradiction 
with Marxism, which shows that behind the 
formal equality of the exchange between 
capitalists and workers there is an immediate 
and irreducible antagonism. The capitalists 
represent the viewpoint of ex~hange value 
while the workers represent the viewpoint of 
use value. On such a mistaken basis, the 
"mediations' leading to consciousness 
according to Lukacs can only mean 
intellectual operations for which the party 
would be best equipped: the road to Lenin is 
quickly layed. In the same way. the relation 
between the individual proletarian and the 
party, the "bearer of class consciousness", 
quickly becomes a mystical relation. 

JB believes he has found another indication 
of the false opposition we supposedly make 
between individual and cL •. ,-,,; ju l.he '-.,clltence 
stating that" class consciousness develops 
in opposition to the ideological prejudices 
surviving in the minds of individual 
workers". It's true that this formulation 
presents thlng8 In terms of a clear-cut 
opposition, in order toemphasize the 
difference between class consciousness as a 
global process and the contradictions which 
the consciousness of individual workers 
undergoes in this process. Every human being 
acquires a consciousness in the course of his 
development. But in class society, this 
consciousness is established within an 
ideological matrix. Workers are exposed to 
this pressure just as any other individual. 
It is in and through the class struggle (seen 
on an historical scale) that they transform 
and develop their consciousness. But 
individually, they remain subject to the 
py·essuy·e of the domlna.nt ideology. The 
contradictions which continually arise 
between worker's ideological prejudices and 
their consciousness as active members of 
their class can only be resolved in the 
development of the class struggle. 

As a class, the proletariat has a given 
material interest and historical future, and 
the consciousness of this can only manifest 
itself in opposition to ideology: the 
proletariat can be conscious or not, but its 
consciousness can not be ideological. 
Otherwise, you end up with the reactionary 
position of the "modernists", which links up 
with that of the leftists, according to which 
the unions and the mass parties of our epoch 
are expressions of the "false consciousness" 
of the proleariat, and therefore, in one way 
or another, expressions of it. It's therefore 
indeed "in opposition to the ideological 
prejudices which survive in the minds of 
individual workers· that class consciousness 
develops, and consequently also of course the 
consciousness of individual worKers. 

But JB seems to have taken this sentence as 

an idealization of the collectiv1ty in 
contrast to the individual, and emphasizes 
the danger of believing in overcoming the 
weaknesses of individuals by the virtue of 
the collectivity alone. That was not our 
intent and when we stressed that "the 
consciousness expressed at the level of the 
struggle In its entirety is qualitatively 
superior to that of individual workers· we 
cautioned that we were talking about a 
process taking place in a context of rising 
struggle, of a struggle sucessfully 
organizing itself. We're talking about a 
direct consequence of the practical essence 
of class consciousness, which affirms itself 
in a collective transformation of the world. 
It's true that in a period of reflux in the 
struggle, the ·collective stupidity" -- to 
use JB's term -- of the mass of the workers 
dragged behind the banners of the unions and 
the general staff of the party can be "worse 
than those of all the individual workers 
together", The fact that the whole is always 
worse than the sum of its parts doesn't 
necessarily mean that it's better. 

Finally, this brings us to the critique of 
the ICC contained in this letter. These 
cr'iticisms of the "collectivist ideology· 
into which the ICC has fallen with its 
appeals Lv p.)'rt)cipulc in trade union 
demonstrations and of its Internal 
functioning appear correct to us. But as with 
Lukacs. we think that the ·collectivist 
ideology" that JB denounces is more a result 

than a cause of the degeneration of that 
organization. The assertion of the 
dialectical law according to which the whole 
is more than the sum of its parts has been a 
necessary factor in the creation, the 
structure and the vitality of the ICC at its 
inception (as it is for any organization); 
the su.mc <..l"ocrLioll today is valid for its 
degeneration. The roots of this degeneration 
are to be found in a number of elements of 
its view of the present period and the tasks 
of the organiZation. Lack of space here maks 
it impossible to elaborate on this question, 
but we will publish a text on it in our next 
issue. 

M. LAZARE 

read: 
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TO THE BLACK 
WORKING CLASS Workers Democracy 

Letter of Wildtat 
Dear comrades, 

We found the reports of the international 
class struggle in IPS useful. We hope you 
continue to locate most of the contents of 
your magazine in reality. It could play a 
useful role as a source of information, a 
role the ICC's magazines no longer fulfil. 

Your criticisms of the ICC's opportunism in 
supporting union demonstrations are right. 
Union demonstrations are generally organised 
to take the workers away from where they 
should be going. But support for these de
tours is nothing new. The ICC supported a 
union 'demo which was organised to derail the 
steelworkers' strike in Paris in 1979, simul
taneously claiming it was a victory and a 
defeat. There was a lot of discussion in and 
outside the ICC on their interventions in the 
French steel strike and they never admitted 
they were wrong to support union sabotage. 

In your analysis of the current situation, 
you put forward the standard councilist posi
tion on class struggle in Poland 1980-81 in a 
phrase which for me sums up the fundamental 
contradiction in the politics to which you 
adhere: 

"the kind of self-organisation that forced 
all discussion with the state to be made 
public. But they were not able to rid them
selves of the democratic illusions cultivated 
by the left." (IE5, p10) 

Elsewhere, you define this 'self-organisa
tion' as above all democratic. You can't 
attack democracy at the same time as praising 
the democracy of mass assemblies. Throughout 
the analysis of various struggles in your 
magazine, you praise democracy and self
organisation as if they were in themselves 
positive gains for the class struggle. You 
seem to see the main conflict in the class 
struggle as between fQ[~§ - revocable mass 

assemblies versus unions. This avoids the 
;QD!~D! of these struggles, and leads to 
accepting reactionary aims uncritically, as 
long as they are pursued democratically. It 
leads you to uncritically support workers 
sending union reps to negotiate with the 
class enemy, so long as they "leave their 

union badges in the locker room" (IES, pLt). 
You say they chose union reps because they 
have experience negotiating. This is quite 
logical. If you're going to negotiate, you 
might as well choose experienced negotiators. 
In the same article, on the recent struggles 
in France, you mention that unions join in 
"the call for workers' assemblies and strike 
committees so as to take the initiative out 
of the wor kers' hands" (IE'S, p6) , and in 
another article say the Belgian bou~geoisie 

organised "phoney mass assemblies" (IES, 
p12). What is a phoney mass assembly? Is it 
full of capitalists disguised as workers? The 
reason the unions and the bourgeoisie can 
organise assemblies is because they are con
fident that, based on democratic votes inst
antly recallable delegates and so on, they 
will reflect the workers' consciousness: 
bourgeoiS trade unionism. In the dockers' 
strike in Britain which took place during the 
miners' strike, the strikebreakers organised 
mass assemblies. Far from being in itself a 
form which produces class consciousness, as 
you imply in your articles, workers' democr
acy can be used to organise scabbing. 

The bourgeoisie can use workers' democracy. 
This is one of the most important lessons of 
Poland's mass strike, and those who don't 
learn it will not be able to contribute a 
great deal to the next wave of massive class 
struggles. In fact, it's a lesson of the 
German Revolution of 1918-19, if you think of 
the social democratic butchers democratically 
elected through the workers' councils. 

You say Solidarnosc in Poland took over from 
the democratic workers' committees. It would 
be more accurate to say it emerged out of the 
MKS, the mass strike committee's central 
body. The reason a reactionary, reformist, 
nationalist trade union could emerge out of a 



democratic expression of the working class is 
because the MKS democratically reflected the 
consciousness of the majority of the workers: 
reformism, nationalism, and trade unionism. 
Given that the majority of the strikers wan
ted to negotiate with the ruling class, the 
creation of a negotiating body (Solidarity), 
and the defeat of the mass strike was inevit
able. All those who are influenced by coun
cilism welcome the fact that the negotiations 
with the Stalinist gangsters who run Poland 
were broadcast on loudspeakers. But if you 

are going to negotiate, what is so good about 
workers standing and listening? They should 
have smashed the negotiations, and driven out 
both the bosses and their democratically 
elected representatives. What's more, the 
minority who see the need to do this should 
certainly not ask mass assemblies to approve 
what they're going to do if they think 
they'll lose. If the majority of the class 
have reactionary views, their views should be 
ignored. Revolutionaries should openly dec
lare their contempt for the ideas of the 
working class under capitalism. 

As long as negotiations remain the aim, the 
~QDi~Di of mass assemblies is trade unionism. 
It's not surprising that unions can support 
mass assemblies, or that scabs can organise 
them, or that Pope's arse-lickers like Solid
arnosc can grow out of mass assemblies. Mass 
assemblies simply express the views of the 
masses they assemb Ie. "A scrupu lous concern 
to respect internal democracy" which you 
praise (IE5, p4), would paralyse the actions 
of minorities where the majority are reac
tionary. 

Revolutionaries must therefore oppose democ
racy. I could say a lot more about your 
perspectives in IE5, but I'll leave it at 
that. 

Fraternally, 

RB, Wi ldcat 

OUR REPLY 

Dear Wildcat 

Your letter focusses on questions of self
organisation and workers' democracy, and 
which you illustrate with examples from the 
the struggles in Poland, Belgium and France -
as well as from the German Revolution, taking 
a critical position towards some of the views 
we have expressed in IE. Underneath our spec
ific disagreements, we have two quite dis
tinct visions of the evolution of the class 
struggle, and it is at this level we should 
like to make our comments. Overall, your 
remarks reveal two key weaknesses: first, an 
absence of framework which leads to an ad 
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hoc, fragmented view of moments in the class 
struggle and the coming to consciousness of 
the proletariat; secondly, a tendency to deny 
the need for the unification of the working 
class, thus opening the door to the justific
ation o~ all kinds of adventurism, and even 
of terrorism. 

Concerning the question of framework, you do 
not acknowledge that there is any QrQ~g§§ of 
the development of class struggle and of the 
coming to consciousness of the proletariat. 
Nor that the QrQ~~§§ takes place today within 
a definite form of organisation of society -
state capitalism. This process of struggle 
exists not least because of the battle which 
takes place between the tendency of the prol
etariat to come to consciousness and the 
Weight of bourgeois ideology. This ideology 
is not a passive, however heavy, weight but 
an active weapon of the ruling class and the 
institutions of the state. Bourgeois ideology 
is always being refined to try to keep the 
proletariat permanently under seige - whether 
by insidious attempts to undermine, or by 
frontal attacks on, anything the workers 
attempt to do to defend their working and 
living conditions. One of the key agencies of 
the state in the onslaught on the working 
class is the union apparatus which invests 
such massive reSources into the fight to 
convince the proletariat that it is an expre
ssion of the proletariat, and therefore its 
arms are weapons Qf the proletariat ·against 
its exploiters rather than the other way 
about. In the broad scheme of things, the 
left parties 'support' the unions while the 
right 'fight' them, both wings in their own 
way reinforCing the ideology of the unions as 
do the press, employers' federations, etc. 
Throwing off this mystification has and will 
take years of bitter struggle. 

But the perspective in your letter ignores 
all such considerations, and so avoids facing 
up to the complex reality of the class 
struggle. Take, for example, the question of 
negotiations. You say that we uncritically 
support workers sending union representatives 
to negotiate with the class enemy, so long as 
they "leave their union badges in the locker 
room". Those words al-e those of the French 
railway workers on strike last winter and 
not ours, as you seem to imply. While we 
don't explicitly criticise this attitude of 

the workers towards the unions right next to 
the quotation, we do so at least twice on the 
same page. But to get to grips with this 
issue you have first to recognise that negot
iations will take place at certain moments in 
the struggle even if we do not enthuse about 
it. Negotiations are an expression of an 
adverse balance of forces for the workers in 
which the struggle cannot g~ forward at that 
moment. Their significance depends on the 
context of struggle at the time. In the per
iod of dual power, they may provide a breath
ing space before the struggle goes onto a 
higher level; in Poland in 1980, they were an 
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attempt by the workers to defend themselves 
as the struggle began to recede and in which 
the workers' assemblies lost control to the 
emerging union apparatus. We certainly 
support the efforts of the mass of workers to 
keep control over any negotiations in their 
own hands, whatever criticisms we might have 
of specific points in the negotiations. We're 
not saying that the working class is aware 
today of its tasks, but we must not reject 
its efforts to take matters into its own 
hands. Take, as another example, the rela
tionship between Solidarnosc and the MKS. 
Apparently, one emerged from the other and so 
you conclude that one was a continuation of 
the other in some sense - so you find evid
ence yet again that the workers create a body 
personifying their reactionary ideas. You 
miss the fact of the creation of the union 
apparatus strengthening with the weakening of 
the struggle in Poland, and of the enormous 
weight of unionism being impressed on the 
Polish workers by the world's bourgeoisie. 

How much easier you find it to blame the 
victims: the working class is responsible for 
its own condition, not its exploiters. And 
why? - because of its stupidity? Instead of 
seeing the grip of unionism on the workers as 
a measure of the present strength of the most 
powerful development of a state ideology in 
history, you see it as a product of a reac
tionary ~QD~~lQ~§D~§~ of the proletariat. 
Sadly, it seems you find it easier to inter
vene on the basis of contempt for the workers 
than on the basis of a framework which ack
nowledges the massive battle taking place 
globally and historically between class con
sciousness and bourgeois ideology. It is the 
same question at issue in the example you 
give of the German Revolution. This myth that 
the workers would not let Luxemburg speak in 
the councils - evidencing their reactionary 
ideas - has been given a new impetus in rec
ent years by the ICC on the basis of its 
theory of centrism inside the working class. 
You would do well to read Levine's account of 
this episode for it is abundantly clear that 
this was not a reflection of the workers but 
the manoeuvring of capitalist political org
anisations; at least it is clear so long as 
one is not setting out to make the working 
class the villain of the piece, as does the 
ICC, or yourselves. 

Having put the blame on the working class for 
its situation you then go on to divide it up 
and judge each part separately. This high
lights your second underlying error - a ten
dency to deny the need for the unification of 
the proletariat. For you, the working class 
can be split into revolutionary (we assume) 
minorities and reactionary majorities - you 
say you want to support the former and stop 
them being 'paralysed' by the latter as a 
result of 'formalities' such as democracy in 
the class. For you, if the workers are too 
dumb, tough luck 9n them. Where do you draw 
the line with minority action: 49%, 10%, 1% 
or 0.001%? The point here is not to get you 
to pick a number but to insist on the necess-
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ity of seeing the ~~§§ character of the wor
kers' struggle. This mass character needs 
assemblies and councils in order that the 
consciousness of the class can be expressed 
and translated into concerted, collective 
action. This is not a luxury - good if you 
can get it. and, if not, a minority can just 
go its own way - but a necessity in the real 
development of struggle. The form and content 
go together; the content of class conscious
ness demands these forms. 

Just because a state agency labels some union 
controlled meeting an 'assembly' in an effort 
to confuse the workers, why should we consid
er it to be anything other than a fake. Yet 
you take this bourgeois mystification at face 
value then apply the old leninist technique 
of separating form and content so as to dev
ise a ~ritique of the effectiveness of assem
blies and unions as instruments of the work
ing class. Heterogeneity of consciousness in 
the proletariat is inevitable; revolutionar
ies have a role to help homogenise it, and 
elevate it. On the contrary, you just capit
ulate to this heterogeneity and despise those 
~Q~ decide to write off as reactionary. In 
the period after April 1917 Lenin, after he 
returned to Russia, insisted again and again 
on the need to intervene towards the class as 
a whole - to SQ~~lD~~ the workers, not to 
despise backward elements. And when it came 
to the seizure of power in October, this was 
not carried out by the BolSheviks 'going it 
alone' but by the Revolutionary Military 
Committee (within which the BolSheviks has a 
strong presence) which would act only in the 
name of the St. Petersburg Soviet. The point 
we are stressing here is that to have a 
positive impact on the class struggle, revol
utionaries could only intervene with a persp
ective of a mass action emerging from a whole 
social movement. Certainly there are avant 
gar des within the working class (and this 
does not mean only the party), but it is 
important to see them as part of the mass 
movement and not separate from it. . 
Your letter denies- any recognition of the 
necessity of the social character of the 
process of struggle; instead of seeing this 
as a historic stength of the proletariat as a 
class, you interpret it as some tactical 
inhibition on specific acts of a minority. 
This attitude, as we said earlier, can only 
lead to justify adventurism - or, worse, 
terrorism - which is the very antithesis of 
mass struggle. Already you have shown the 
most serious capitulation to the present 
dIvisions inside the working class which have 
been created by the bourgeoisie for its bene
fit. Thus 'All power to the black South Afri
can working class' - your banner headline for 
Wildcat 9. Yet you set yourself up as the 
judge of reactionary ideas within the working 
class. The danger is obvious. 

~e hope than this 
icularly in the 
publications. 

Fraternally, 

Marlowe-

debate can continue, part
pages of our respective 
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INTERNATIOGAL PERSPECTIVE repularly holds Public Neetinps as an intepral 
part of its determination to actively stimulate a real debate around the 
vital issues that face revolutionaries and the workinp class. 
Our next Public heeting is in New York on friday january 8, 8 pm, at the 
'Marxist ~orkers School'. 151 West 19th street in Nanhattan. 

Topic: 

the Russian Revolution: 
why it can't be the model 

After all the hoorahs for the 70th anniversary of the October revolution, 
it's a good time to explore the limits of this experience, to see why it 
yields no recipee that can si" be plied to the future. 

The storming of the Winter Palace 
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OUR POSITIONS 
The external Fraction of the Inter

national Communist Current claims a con
tinuity with the programmatic framework 
developed by the ICC before its degenera
tion. This programmatic framework is it
self based on the successive historical 
contribution of the Communist League, of 
the I, II and III Internationals and of 
the Left Fractions which detached them
selves from the latter, in particular the 
German, Dutch and Italian Left Communists. 
After being de facto excluded from the ICC 
following the struggle that it waged again
st the political and organizational degen
eration of that Current, the Fraction now 
continues its work of developing revolu
tionary consciousness outside the organi
zational framework of the ICC. 

The Fraction defends the followlng 
basic principles, fundamental lessons of 
the class struggle : 

Since World War I, capitalism has been 
a decadent social system which has nothing 
to offer the working class and humanity as 
a whole except cycles of crises, war and 
reconstruction. Its irreversible historical 
decay poses a single choice for humanity : 
either socialism or barbarism. 

The working class is the only class able 
to carry out the conununist revolution again
st capitalism. 

The revolutionary struggle of the pro
letariat must lead to a general confronta
tion with the capitalist state. Its class 
violence is carried out in the mass action 
of revolutionary transformation. The prac
tice of terror and terrorism, which expres
ses the blind violence of the state and of 
the desperate petty-bourgeoisie respective
ly, is alien to the proletariat. 

In destroying the capitalist state, the 
working class must establish the dictator
ship of the proletariat on a world scale, 
as. a transition to conununist society. The 
form that this dictatorship will take is 
the international power of the Workers' 
Councils. 

Conununism or socialism means neither 
"self-management" nor "nationalization". 
It requires the conscious abolition by the 
proletariat of capitalist social relations 
and institutions such as wage-labor, com
modity production, national frontiers, 
class divisions and the state apparatus, 
and is based on a unified world human 
community. 

The so-called "socialist countries" 
(Russia, the Eastern bloc, China, Cuba, 
etc.) are a particular expression of the 
universal tendency to state capitalism, 
itself an expression of the decay of capi
talism. There are no "socialist countries~' 
these are just so many capitalist bastions 
that the proletariat must destroy like any 
other capitalist state. 

In this epoch, the trade unions every
where are organs of capitalist discipline 
within the proletariat. Any policy based 
on working in the unions, whether to pre
serve or "transform" them, only serves to 

subject the working class to the capital
ist state and to divert it from its own 
necessary self-organization. 

In decadent capitalism, parliaments and 
elections are nothing but sources of bour
geois mystification. Any participation in 
the electoral circus can only strengthen 
this mystification in the eyes of the work
ers. 

The so-called "workers" parties, "So
cialist" and "Conununist", as well as their 
extreme left appendages, are the left face 
of the pOliticnl apparatus of capital. 

Today all factions of the bourgeoisie 
are equally reactionary. Any tactics call
ing for"Popular Fronts", "Anti-Fascist 
Fronts" or "United Fronts" between the pro
letariat and any faction of the bourgeoisie 
can only serve to derail the struggle of 
the proletariat and disarm it in the face 
of the class enemy. 

So-called "national liberation strug
gles" are moments in the deadly struggle 
between imperialist powers large and small 
to gain control over the world market. The 
slogan of "support for people in struggle" 
amounts, in fact, to defending one imper
ialist power against another under nation
alist or "socialist" verbiage. 

The victory of the revolution requires 
the organization of revolutionaries into 
a party. The role of a party is neither to 
"organize the working class" nor to "take 
power in the name of the workers", but 
through its active intervention to develop 
the class consciousness of the proletar
iat. 

ACTIVITY OF THE FRACTION 
In the present period characterized by 

a general rise in the class struggle and 
at the same time by a weakness on the 
part of revolutionary organizations and 
the degeneration of the pole of regroup
ment represented by the ICC, the Frac
tion has as its task to conscientiously 
take on the two functions which are basic 
to revolutionary organizations; 

1) The development of revolutionary 
theory on the basis of the historic ac
quisitions and experiences of the prole
tariat, so as to transcend the contra
dictions of the Communist Lefts and of the 
present revolutionary milieu, in particu
lar on the questions of class conscious
ness, the role of the party and the con
ditions imposed by state capitalism. 

2) Intervention in the class struggle 
on an international scale, so as to be a 
catalyst in the process which develops in 
workers' struggles towards consciousness, 
organization and the generalized revolu
tionary action of the proletariat. 

The capacity to form a real class party 
in the future depends on the accomplish
ment of these tasks by the present revolu
tionary forces. This requires, on their 
part, the will to undertake a real Clari
fication and open confrontation of conunu
nist positions by rejecting all monolith
ism and sectarianism. 


